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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Policy makers have often grappled with the intricate issue of identifying affirmative action beneficiaries. The selection of affirmative action beneficiaries are at times done according to criteria which often create resentment and tension among groups.\(^1\) It is imperative to keep in mind that selection criteria are dependent on the outcomes – the redress program wishes to achieve.\(^2\)

Affirmative action beneficiaries usually include ethnic groups, national or racial minorities or majorities, aboriginal people, women, people with disabilities and war veterans.\(^3\) The above description highlights the point that historical disadvantage or current disadvantage is necessary to guarantee benefits under such a redress initiative.\(^4\)

The pertinent question that arises, is how one may possibly or should identify disadvantage? It is acknowledged that a correlation between race, discrimination, disadvantage and inequality, exist. Interrogating these multifarious concepts in isolation is complex. Adding to this complexity is the fact that these concepts at times does not stand in isolation, but intersect.\(^5\) In the United States and South Africa opposition to affirmative action argues that too much emphasis is placed on race in the identification process of affirmative action beneficiaries, resulting in tension and resentment among groups.\(^6\) These tensions culminated in many court contestations, specifically by white

---

2 To compensate for past wrongs; bring about diversity, block past and current discrimination and to bring about integration by eliminating segregation, to mention a few.
3 J Faundez Affirmative action international perspectives 1 (ed) (1994) at 34.
males. Affirmative action is controversial, because it is viewed as a political contest of who gets what, when and how.

The race-based approach to affirmative action in South Africa does not really contribute to the constitutional ideal of non-racialism. Racism is thus seen as one of the unintended consequences of affirmative action. This unintended consequence impacts negatively on the legislative intent to ultimately bring about diversity. Although the Employment Equity Act indicates that other identifiers of disadvantage exist, race is still predominantly preferred over disability and gender as in South Africa.

This dissertation attempts to answer the following question: Could race as selection criteria be the only appropriate identifier to determine disadvantage? Put differently, are there alternative ways to demarcate the beneficiary group, other than utilising race? It is argued that the race-based approach to affirmative action has many drawbacks. One drawback is that it does not contribute to social cohesion and unification of racial groups in South Africa. This is not just a South African phenomenon and it is said that in other jurisdictions, the race-based approach leads to racial divisiveness.

Inequality exists along two trajectories, namely socio-economic inequality and status-based inequality. Policymakers follow an approach of linking inequality and discrimination to disadvantage. This approach is specifically followed to select the most appropriate redress measure suitable to the specific context. Discrimination based on race or other status criteria is closely correlated with socio-economic disadvantage. Relevant to establishing group and individual socio-economic status in society, is the historical context in which it exists. Socio-economic inequalities may be remedied by state

7 A Rycroft ‘Obstacles to employment equity?: The role of judges and arbitrators in the interpretation and implementation of affirmative action policies (1999) 20 ILJ 1411 at 1414.
12 Section 1; female, black and disabled. Ibid.
14 Ibid.
17 Amoah (n 5) at 8.
intervention in the form of the welfare state and status-based inequality,\(^18\) by legal intervention.\(^19\)

In conclusion, we will investigate if an alternative approach by focusing on alternative criteria to identify disadvantage, exist. How may disadvantage be determined differently? A proposed alternative could be a class-based approach to affirmative action or putting it differently, using socio-economic status to determine who will benefit from redress programs. With this model, disadvantage is based on the class or socio-economic status of the prospective beneficiary. Without being naïve and unrealistic in believing that the implementation of such a model will be without its drawbacks, practical difficulties in using this approach will not be ruled out.

The purpose of this research is not to provide the answer to the dilemmas of the race-based approach, but to stimulate debate among policymakers and prompt academics to investigate alternative approaches to affirmative action. With almost similar conditions of racial segregation and discrimination,\(^20\) South Africa and the United States of America will be contrasted. The United States of America has been implementing affirmative action for more than 40 years and although it does not have an explicit clause in its constitution promoting affirmative action, it does prohibit discrimination. The debate around affirmative action in the United States of America is relevant to the global arena for three specific reasons:\(^21\)

- The United States had been the leading force in development of affirmative action programs.
- Their approach to affirmative action has impacted largely on the development of affirmative action programs internationally.
- The highly developed review system in the United States allowed the Supreme Court to decide if the principle of affirmative action could be reconciled with the constitutional guarantee of equality.

Attempts to use socio-economic status as ground to identify disadvantage was made since the late nineties, but was not as effective as proponents wanted it to be. Currently the

---

\(^{18}\) Inequality based on group status, such as race disability or gender.

\(^{19}\) Fredman (n 16).


\(^{21}\) Faundez (n 3) at 17.
United States still grapples with the question of whether race-based measures should be used or not.

Globally, the study of inequality indicates a correlation between racism, discrimination and disadvantage. Inequality portrays itself as ‘unequal and unfair treatment of certain groups through economic marginalisation, bias in the criminal justice system, denial of cultural rights or control of ancestral land and unequal access to education, jobs and other opportunities.’

Equality on the other hand may be viewed as ‘the interaction between members in society, where all have access to advantages and opportunities’. Equality is also deemed to be a crucial building block in establishing a democratic society.

A general perception exists that there is a nexus between a person’s skin colour and his or her socio-economic status. It is said, the lighter the individual’s skin colour, the higher will his or her social status be. This societal stratification based on race, is still prevalent in the South African context and statistical data implies that poverty is concentrated among the black population, particularly the African component of this group. So if a correlation between colour or race and poverty exist, could one substitute the one for the other and have the same results when identifying disadvantage in South Africa? Globally, inequality and discrimination in employment is still rife and concerted efforts are necessary to bring about equality between various groups. To rid society of discrimination and achieve equality in the workplace, one needs to identify what needs to be eliminated and how it should be done.

In South Africa, the legacy of apartheid left disparate socio-economic realities based on race. Prior to 1994, race determined ‘occupation, place of residence, education, choice of

---

23 Amoah (n 5).
25 Sithole et al (n 1) at 310.
26 M Tomei ‘Discrimination and equality at work: A review of concepts’ (2003) 142: 4 International Labour Review 401 at 408. ‘This has led to some analyst to conclude that, in Brazil, money whitens and poverty darkens.’
27 Adam (n 13); C Qunta ‘Who’s afraid of affirmative action: A survival guide for black professionals’ 1ed (1995) at 18.
28 Tomei (n 26) at 401.
partner, freedom of movement, and use of facilities and amenities.’ The South African constitution has specifically embraced affirmative action to bring about social change and to address the imbalances caused by the past discrimination.

1.2 The research question

Post-1994, redress measures enjoyed a vast amount of attention in South Africa. The Constitution, and in particular section 9, known as the equality clause, highlights measures to redress disadvantage caused by discrimination. This section also calls for legislative and other measures to be implemented to protect or advance persons or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.

Courts made it quite clear that there is no need to prove disadvantage in order to be eligible for affirmative action benefits. The broad stroke of the group-based approach is applied, affording a person benefits if he or she belongs to the designated group. All members of the designated group are theoretically deemed to be disadvantaged.

The Employment Equity Act is the specific legislative measure mentioned in the Constitution, to protect or advance persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. Ironically, however, no mention of disadvantage is made in this Act. This Act defines the beneficiary group as the designated group. Another factor to be considered for eligibility for affirmative action benefits is having suitable qualifications.

Through investigation, this research will endeavour to answer the following questions:

- Is there an over-emphasis of race when affirmative action beneficiaries are identified?

---

30 N Smith ‘Affirmative action under the new Constitution’ 1995 SAJHR 84 at 91.; South African Constitution (n 9) s 9 (2).
31 Sithole et al (n 25).
32 Act 108 of 1996.
33 These measures refer to affirmative action.
34 Smith (n 30).
36 Pretorius (n 6) at 13.
37 Section 1, Act 55 of 1998.
38 Section 20(3–5).
• Is there an alternative means to identify disadvantage, other than race?

From time to time comparison to the way in which the United States deals with disadvantage will be made.

In conclusion alternatives for the identification of disadvantage and the viability for application in the South African context will also be investigated. The use of race as proxy for disadvantage is problematic, because of the tension it creates between the different racial groups. This is evidenced by the various court contestations against affirmative action, especially by members of minority groups.39

1.3 Rationale and aim of the research

Prior to 1994, the majority of the black South African population actively opposed apartheid, but ironically a small minority were passively accepting the status quo maintained by the oppressive government. The minority were only doing so to enjoy privileges under the apartheid system.40 As a coloured student, during the late eighties and early nineties, I found myself in the transitional zone, from the old oppressive regime to the new democracy. This was an interesting era and my keen interest in Sociology and Politics, stimulated much curiosity and led me to be critical of many contemporary topical societal issues.

After the democratic elections in 1994, the focus shifted from opposing, to alignment with the government.41 The development of redress measures to benefit the disadvantaged masses started to take preference over many other projects. During the late nineties my interest in Labour Law ignited and specifically in the area of discrimination law. Recently in the United States of America, the trend has moved from not having to prove disadvantage to a situation where actual disadvantage will be a determining factor when affirmative action benefits are afforded.42

39 Whites in the South African context.
40 It was more the Coloured and Indian groups who were treated better than the Blacks within the African group. These two groups were often seen at times to collaborate with the oppressive state. The collaboration was out of free will, but with the motive of receiving better benefits under the system as others.
41 This was after the first democratic elections in 1994, where the ANC won the majority votes.
42 McGregor (n 29).
Critical and contentious issues of over and under-inclusion will also be highlighted and how this could be addressed by looking at disadvantage differently. In comparing the United States of America with South Africa, one would be able to learn from their application of affirmative action and also highlight the pitfalls which should be avoided.

With this as backdrop, the current application of affirmative action with specific reference to the employment sphere in South Africa will be investigated, and exploration of adjustments of existing approaches that may work in our context, will be embarked upon. Secondary to this primary objective, an investigation, if race still stands as proxy for disadvantage will be interrogated. In a racially divided society, this is a crucial topic. Alternative ways of identifying disadvantage, among others, utilising class or socio-economic status as proxy, will be investigated.

1.4 Motivation of the research question

How may comparative disadvantage be infused into the application of the designated group mechanism in the Employment Equity Act and other relevant legislation?

In the South African context there are specific pointers as per the Employment Equity Act as to who will qualify for affirmative action benefits. At the moment, race still takes preference over the other criteria such as gender and disability and one might be able to safely say that there is an overemphasis on race. This will also be explored in case law later.

On the other hand, the substantive notion of equality allows for race and contextual influences to be taken into account when beneficiaries for affirmative action benefits are demarcated. It is also further acknowledged that all members of the designated group should be afforded benefits under affirmative action, if they were disadvantaged due to unfair discrimination. The South African Constitution notes that disadvantage caused by unfair discrimination is the criteria to be used to identify affirmative action beneficiaries. It states that measures will be taken, to ‘advance persons, or categories of persons.’

44 Smith (n 30).
The identification of beneficiaries will highlight three main issues. Firstly, members of the disadvantaged group, who share similar histories with the advantaged group, who qualify for benefits are under spotlight.\textsuperscript{45} Members of the beneficiary group, who are currently socio-economically on par with the previously advantaged group, may also be included under this highlighted issue. This is a contentious issue which will be elaborated under the concept of over-inclusion, in this research. Secondly, disputes arose if non-citizens should qualify for benefits under affirmative action.\textsuperscript{46} Lastly the issue of over- and under-inclusiveness of affirmative action measures are also heavily contested and could affect its validity.\textsuperscript{47} The focus of this research will be on the first and the last issues raised above and in the process, proposals to follow a more nuanced approach in determining disadvantage will be forwarded.

A suggested approach to be followed would be to rank or grade the intended beneficiaries by further refining the current beneficiary group. The beneficiary group will be defined more precisely in the process. However, is it really necessary to define the group so neatly? This issue will be discussed later in the van Heerden case. Some beneficiaries might be afforded benefits even if they are not currently in a disadvantaged position or even affected by past discrimination.\textsuperscript{48} In \textit{George v Liberty life Association of SA Ltd}, Landman J, made it clear that the Constitution recognises that within the disadvantaged racial group ‘there may be and indeed are persons who have had opportunities and who have not been disadvantaged to the extent of their fellows.’\textsuperscript{49}

Over-inclusiveness is the phenomenon where not only persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination will benefit from affirmative action programs, but also persons not belonging to those groups. In \textit{van Heerden v Minister of Finance}, the Constitutional Court argued that ‘windfall cases’ will exist as long as the majority of the beneficiaries are disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.\textsuperscript{50} To show that actual disadvantage was suffered is not necessary in the South African context. Similarly in the

\textsuperscript{45} For example; Tokyo Sexwale who is married to a white woman, their offspring would be deemed as members of the disadvantaged group, although their socio-economic circumstances does not equate to the conditions of poverty suffered by the majority of the disadvantaged group.

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Auf der Heyde v University of Cape Town} [2000] 8 BLLR 877 (LC).

\textsuperscript{47} Pretorius (n 6) at 12.

\textsuperscript{48} Tomei (n 26) at 412.

\textsuperscript{49} \textit{George v Liberty Life Association of SA Ltd} (n 35).

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Minister of Finance & another v Van Heerden} (2004) 25 ILJ 1593 (CC) at para 39.
United States of America, in the case of *City of Richmond v JA Croson Co*, the court indicated that beneficiaries of affirmative action need not be the actual victims of discrimination.

Under-inclusiveness is when the measure only benefits some of the groups it is supposed to reach when judged against the purpose of protecting and advancing persons or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. The question arising from these circumstances is whether an employer can be selective in choosing only one or some of the designated groups? Under-inclusion may also exist where a person is part of the designated group, but the person will never benefit from affirmative action measures. Affirmative action has qualifying criteria where the person might be part of the designated group (race), but the suitable qualifications are lacking to receive benefits. Will affirmative action reach those who are the poorest of the poor and who have not even been afforded an opportunity to enter the formal education system?

The Employment Equity Act however, only targets suitably qualified people from the designated group. Can the two concepts – disadvantaged and designated group, be fused to create a more distinctive group? Who will benefit from affirmative action? What is meant by fusing the two concepts is that criteria such as race, gender and disability should not be discarded in identifying beneficiaries, but the focus should shift from group identity features, to the identification of actual disadvantage.

The complex nature of disadvantage and inequality in the South African context led to the Constitution leaving the description of beneficiaries to receive redress, vague. The Constitution also does not clearly articulate what disadvantage is. The nature of the unfair discrimination is also not elaborated upon. In case law, it is acknowledged that there are criteria other than race, gender and disability, which could be used to identify disadvantage. In the landmark case of *Minister of Finance v van Heerden*, the following significant categories of gender, class as well as other levels and forms of social differentiation and systematic social differentiation which still persist, are highlighted. The South African Constitution makes no mention that race should be attached to the

---

52 Pretorius (n 6) at15.
53 Smith (n 30) at 92-93.
54 Act 55 of 1998 s 15(1).
55 McGregor (n 29) at 115.
56 *van Heerden* (n 50) at para 27.
identification of affirmative action beneficiaries. The substantive notion of equality on the other hand, underlines the acknowledgement of disadvantage, and is attached to group status and also includes criteria such as race.

Fundamental in addressing inequality is the establishment of the equality clause in the South African Constitution. However, there are no clear cut solutions for the vexing equality problems faced by South African communities. The Employment Equity Act does not deem the application of affirmative action to be unfair discrimination, but this specific measure causes much tension between groups and is perceived as discriminatory by the non-designated group. There is no clear guidance as to how these matters should be dealt with. It is left to the courts to decide and this has in turn resulted in a multitude of court contestations.

Another important piece of legislation enacted in accordance with s 9(4) of the South African Constitution, is the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (PEPUDA). The preamble of PEPUDA makes it clear that the consolidation of democracy requires the eradication of social and economic inequalities which were caused by colonialist, apartheid and patriarchy. Although PEPUDA has a wider application, it will give meaning to terms in the Employment Equity Act. Socio-economic status should be included as a prohibited ground in relation to discrimination.

PEPUDA defines socio-economic status to ‘include social or economic conditions or perceived conditions of a person who is disadvantaged by poverty, low employment status or lack of or low level educational qualifications.’ PEPUDA is also obligated to give effect to the letter and purpose of the Constitution;

Section (2) (b) (iii)

‘The values of non-racialism and non-sexism contained in s (1) of the Constitution’ and

---

57 Section 6(2).
58 Pretorius (n 6) at 3.
59 ‘…National legislation must be enacted to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination.’
61 Preamble. Ibid.
63 Section 34(1)(a).
64 Section 1.
Section (2) (g)

‘to set out measures to advance persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination’

The Constitutional Court in *Van Heerden* notes, that other forms of disadvantage do exist and require redress. The concepts of over- and under-inclusion become relevant in the identification of disadvantage. One could argue that the possibility exists that designated group could include those who are not in need of redress. In this process vulnerable individuals who do not stand a chance of enjoying benefits under affirmative action are excluded. Although a group approach is favoured in South Africa, the Constitution is open to an individualised approach. Section 9(2) mentions ‘persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.’ It is argued that measures helping the individual will help the group as a whole. The identification of disadvantage for individual victims is not without its drawbacks, but will ensure that the real victims are compensated for current disadvantages suffered. The approach in this research will be based on the identification of individual disadvantage by measuring a person’s socio-economic status, a practice which is applied in India, by further re-categorising the beneficiary group by excluding the creamy layer.

The exploration of notions of equality will be dealt with in Chapter Two. The relevance of this is crucial to indicate the relationship between inequality, discrimination and disadvantage. This is fundamental in our understanding of how we arrived at the place of inequality and will assist us in identifying what it is that one needs to address. Chapter Three will deal will the specifics of affirmative action and four approaches will be highlighted. Chapter Four will look at case law to establish if disadvantage was clearly articulated when beneficiaries for redress are identified. Chapter Five will focus on an alternative to the race-based approach.

---

65 Smith (n 30) at 89-90.
Chapter Two

THE CONCEPT OF EQUALITY

2.1 Trajectories of equality and impact on redress measures

This chapter will by no means attempt to provide an extensive discussion of equality, but it will endeavour to highlight the interrelatedness of equality and socio-economic rights. The concept of equality and in particular the notions of formal and substantive equality, as well as equal opportunity, become critical concepts in the grasping of the understanding of affirmative action, in its context. It is argued that affirmative action is a means to bring about greater social equality. Therefore, the notion of equality is important when one wishes to devise policies or understand affirmative action’s implementation. The notion favoured in South Africa will be discussed and a more extensive exploration of the Constitution and the Employment Equity Act, will give us a better understanding of the concepts of disadvantage and the designated group.

The tension between proponents and opponents of affirmative action lies in their different conceptions of equality. For example, one camp favours group rights while the other proposes that individual rights should take preference when beneficiaries for social benefits are identified.67 A crucial element of equality is that it has the capacity to transform societies, which could be achieved through substantive equality. In the South African context, inequality is viewed to be a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon and is rooted in remnants of colonialism and apartheid. A correlation exists between the group-based inequalities, social and economic disadvantage, based on multiple criteria such as race, class and gender, just to name a few.68

Inequality could be addressed in the sphere of policy or law, and is reflected in the two views of inequality, namely; socio-economic69 and status-based inequality.70 Social inequalities are evident where a particular group is marginalised, stigmatised or

67 Faundez (n 3) at 1-3.
69 ‘...socio-economic equality within the welfare state can be understood as aiming at redistribution, to correct economic injustices in terms of access of individuals to resources.’
70 Inequality based on criteria such as a person’s race, gender or disability. These are the specific criteria highlighted by the Employment Equity Act to identify affirmative action beneficiaries.
denigrated, while other groups are privileged. Economic inequalities are manifested in unequal access to basic needs, opportunities and material resources. The two spheres are not really separate and in many cases, status-based inequality results in socio-economic inequality.\textsuperscript{71}

With the above as foundation, one could argue that, state interventions should bring about socio-economic change and redistribution of wealth. Legal interventions through justiciable constitutional equality guarantees or anti-discrimination laws are needed, when status-based inequality is the key focus to be corrected.\textsuperscript{72} A good example of the correlation between the two types of approaches to inequality is, in South Africa where state intervention addresses the housing issue, in the form of the welfare state, which will directly also address socio-economic issues of poverty among Black and Coloured communities.\textsuperscript{73}

Affirmative action measures may be viewed as a status-based measure instituted by a constitutional imperative and a legal intervention. In utilizing the status group as the identifier of beneficiaries, the accompanied socio-economic inequality caused by past discrimination will also be addressed in the process. Focusing on social initiatives driven by the welfare state, race-based inequalities will be addressed by taking criteria such as socio-economic status into account. Inequality based on ones affiliation to a particular group, is closely linked to socio-economic disadvantage and therefore socio-economic interventions will primarily target groups affected by discrimination.\textsuperscript{74} Socio-economic issues which were normally addressed by the welfare state are now receiving much attention with an approach focusing on a rights based influence.\textsuperscript{75} American courts were however, reluctant to reformulate socio-economic inequality as a status-based wrong.\textsuperscript{76}

There is also a school of thought where it is acknowledged that status-based inequalities, for example, racial inequalities, are the root causes of socio-economic disadvantage. This chapter will focus on the fundamental traits of the notions of equality and how it impacts on the achievement of the goal to reach a more egalitarian society.

\textsuperscript{71} Albertyn (n 68) at 76.
\textsuperscript{72} Fredman (n 16) 214-216.
\textsuperscript{73} K Lang \textit{Poverty and discrimination} (2007) at 3; W Darity \textit{et al} ‘Who is eligible? Should Affirmative action be group- or class-based?’ (2011) 70:1 American \textit{Journal of Economics and Sociology} 238 at 240.
\textsuperscript{74} Fredman (n 16) at 214-217.
\textsuperscript{75} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{76} Fredman (n 16) at 229.
2.2 **Notions of equality and the South African approach**

‘For inequality is injustice. From inequality and injustice flow oppression and oppression has no place in the society which we are trying to mould for the future.’[^77]

It is acknowledged that equality does not exist in a vacuum, but in a social context which takes past social experiences, present realities of those less fortunate and our future aspirations to create an egalitarian society, into account.[^78] Equality is a comparative concept, which requires that people be treated similarly, but in certain instances may warrant differential treatment.[^79] In order to gain a better understanding of the practical implementation of affirmative action, it is relevant to elaborate on the three notions of equality. The meaning of equality could differ depending on the context in which it is discussed.[^80] Elaboration on the notions of formal equality, equality of opportunity and substantive equality is relevant for the purpose of this research.

Formal equality views the use of race, sex or disability as discriminatory, even in situations where it is used to identify individuals, in need of redress.[^81] This perspective views affirmative action as reverse discrimination.[^82] Also known as a symmetrical view of equality, this notion argues that it is in order for a disadvantaged group to challenge affirmative action as a violation of the principle of equality.[^83] All members of society are deemed to be equal bearers of rights. Society could rid itself from inequality by extending the same rights and privileges to all, in a neutral manner and no regard is given to socio-economic differences between groups. Formal equality is procedural in nature and has no remedial intent at all.[^84] This model also treats like-cases alike[^85] and does not identify

[^77]: C L’heureux-Dubt ‘Making a difference: the Pursuit of equality and a compassionate justice’ 1997 SAJHR 335 at 335.
[^78]: Ibid at 337.
[^79]: Ibid at 352.
[^80]: Faundez (n 3).
[^81]: S Fredman ‘Providing equality: substantive equality and the positive duty to provide’ (2005) 21 SAJHR 163 at164.
instances when it is justified to treat unequal cases differently.\textsuperscript{86} Individual rights are favoured as opposed to group rights.\textsuperscript{87} The principle of individual merit, over group status is also favoured and merit is viewed as a function of disadvantage rather than an objective characteristic.\textsuperscript{88} With this approach, the state acts as a neutral force between its citizens, favouring no one above any other.

A critique to this approach would be that without consideration of the social context and circumstances, equal treatment could perpetuate and even exacerbate existing inequalities.\textsuperscript{89} Formal equality does not recognise deeply entrenched patterns of rooted group disadvantage and therefore ignores the existence of structural or systemic inequality in societies.\textsuperscript{90} Equality is also viewed as a relative concept under the notion of formal equality, which means that it could be attained by treating everyone equally bad or by removing benefits to bring all in line with the worse-off.\textsuperscript{91} This could be positive in the sense that it prevents those distinctions on the basis of status affiliations, such as race and sex. A scenario where formal equality application could be useful is in situations where equal pay for equal work equal is challenged.\textsuperscript{92}

Equality of opportunity is a hybrid of the two approaches, formal and substantive equality, using arguments from both, to allow positive action with strict limits. The consideration of distributive factors is crucial for the attainment of equality.\textsuperscript{93} This notion argues that equality cannot be achieved if role-players start the race at different starting points\textsuperscript{94} and departs from the principle of individualism. On the other hand, it also acknowledges that the individual’s chances are jeopardised by structural discrimination based on group characterises. This notion allows for preferential treatment based on race, sex and even disability, until the purpose of equalising the starting point is met. When the starting point is equal, individualism will reassert itself when the point of neutrality and symmetry is reached. A strong reliance is also placed on merit, which is detrimental in

\textsuperscript{86} Faundez (n 3) at 3.
\textsuperscript{87} Fredman (n 16) at 233.
\textsuperscript{88} Fredman (n 66) at 16.
\textsuperscript{89} Fredman (n 81) at 163.
\textsuperscript{90} Cooper (n 85).
\textsuperscript{91} Fredman (n 88).
\textsuperscript{92} Fineman (n 84).
\textsuperscript{93} Fredman (n 82) 576-579.
our understanding of disadvantage. This approach disregards historical factors impacting negatively on an individual’s life chances.

It is argued that when individuals enjoy equality of opportunity, the issue of institutional discrimination had been overcome and they should be treated on the basis of their individual qualities and not on race or other status-based criteria.\(^9\) Human rights will allow for individuals with lesser qualifications belonging to a certain group, to receive preferential treatment for jobs and this would be in line with the fair play principle, taking into account that individuals may compete on a fair footing.\(^9\) A practical application of this approach would be when obstacles in the recruitment process are removed. The one drawback is that this does not guarantee that the disadvantaged groups would be in a position to take advantage of the available opportunities.\(^9\) When males and females with the same qualifications compete for an employment opportunity, the females should be favoured if they are underrepresented at this grade. This policy would be a temporary measure and once the goal of representative females had been reached, the individual merit principle would return.\(^9\) A critique of this model is that it is merely procedural and the outcomes are not necessarily guaranteed.\(^9\) By increasing the requirements for an entry level job would still exclude poorly qualified black employees, posing barriers to the employment of these employees.\(^9\)

This model is applied in the European Union countries, where specific measures are in place to ensure positive action, preventing current and compensate for past discrimination, as well as promoting equality.\(^9\) In Kalanke,\(^9\) the Court inquired into the policy of preferring a woman over an equally qualified man. This preferential treatment was done in grades where the underrepresentation of woman exists. When a man with equal qualifications as the female candidate brought the case before the Labour Court (Bundesarbeitgericht), claiming that he was discriminated against on the grounds of sex, it was struck down.
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9. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
10. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
11. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
12. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
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14. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
15. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
16. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
17. Fredman (n 82) at 579.
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One could conclude that equal opportunity acknowledges the shortcomings of formal equality by disregarding historical factors, resulting in current disadvantage, but alternatively alters it by fusing it with substantive equality principles.\(^\text{103}\)

The above models do not bring about real equality and alternatively a substantive model or an asymmetrical approach to equality will be discussed below. Asymmetry refers to the situation where different groups are treated differently in a social context, to address the differences between them.\(^\text{104}\) In these circumstances it is fundamental to acknowledge that equality will be breached not only in situations where individuals in similar situations are treated differently, but also where there is a disregard to treat differently, individuals whose situations are significantly different.\(^\text{105}\)

The removal of barriers to employment and equal treatment of individuals or groups are not enough to eliminate discrimination in society.\(^\text{106}\) An individual’s historical context and social status should be taken into account when preferential treatment is allowed for the affording of benefits.\(^\text{107}\) Substantive equality does not view discrimination to be standing in isolation, but connects it with disadvantage. This disadvantage is a complex phenomenon and intersections between social, economic, political and educational roots exist.\(^\text{108}\)

Substantive equality is also known as equality of outcomes or results\(^\text{109}\) and is summarised as follows by Albertyn:

‘The call for ‘substantive’ equality emerges from particular understandings of inequality as rooted in political, social and economic cleavages between groups, rather than the result of arbitrary or irrational action. It acknowledges the complexity of inequality, its systemic nature and its entrenchment in


\(^{104}\) Prinsloo v Van der Linde (1997) 6 BCLR 759 (CC) at para 2.


\(^{106}\) Tomei (n 26) at 409.

\(^{107}\) McGregor (n 29) at 113.

\(^{108}\) Faundez (n 3).

\(^{109}\) Dupper (n 98) at 280.
social values and behaviours, the institutions of society, the economic system and power relations.”\textsuperscript{110}

This approach is a shift from equality of opportunity (fair play) to equality of results (fair share).\textsuperscript{111} Group status such as race, colour, gender or any group characteristic becomes irrelevant and the focus shifts to the disadvantage which could be multifarious and could include social and economic inequality.\textsuperscript{112} It is important to note at this juncture that the South African Constitution prescribes to a substantive notion of equality.\textsuperscript{113} In the \textit{van Heerden} case, Monseneke J highlights what substantive equality should mean in the South African context:

“…This substantive notion of equality recognizes that besides uneven race, class and gender attributes of our society, there are other levels and forms of social differentiation and systematic under-privilege, which still persist. The Constitution enjoins us to dismantle them and to prevent the creation of new patterns of disadvantage. It is therefore incumbent on courts to scrutinize in each equality claim the situation of the complainants in society; their history and vulnerability; the history, nature and purpose of the discriminatory practice and whether it ameliorates or adds to group disadvantages in real life context, in order to determine its fairness or otherwise in the light of the values of our Constitution. In the assessment of fairness or otherwise a flexible but 'situation-sensitive' approach is indispensable, because of shifting patterns of hurtful discrimination and stereotypical response in our evolving democratic society.”\textsuperscript{114}

The above acknowledgement of contextual factors refers to the transformative role which substantive equality could and should play in bringing about equality, by rooting out systemic inequality. The substantive approach does not endeavour to eliminate group differences, but uses the individual status of race as the dominant norm of disadvantage. In these circumstances, the state cannot take a neutral position, for such a stance will be regarded as support to societal discrimination and therefore the state has a positive duty to intervene and eradicate discrimination. The results of this measure will ultimately bring about a more egalitarian society.\textsuperscript{115} Substantive equality does not disregard the categorisation by race or gender or on status grounds as Fredman terms it, but endeavours to find supplemental criteria to identify who should benefit from redress measures.\textsuperscript{116}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{110} C Albertyn ‘Substantive equality and transformation in South Africa’ (2007) 23 \textit{SAJHR} 253 at 254.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Medjuck (n 94) at 50.
\item \textsuperscript{112} Fredman (n 81) at 166.
\item \textsuperscript{113} Cooper (n 85) at 816.
\item \textsuperscript{114} van Heerden (n 56).
\item \textsuperscript{115} Fredman (n 16).
\item \textsuperscript{116} Fredman (n 112).
\end{itemize}
There is strong support for this approach, but in the South African context where institutionalised racial discrimination was the order of the day prior to 1994, this is not easy. In many instances, race still acts as the identifying criteria for disadvantage. Put differently, it acts as proxy for disadvantage and is the main reason for conflict between the beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries. The difference between formal and substantive equality may be described as follows:

‘A formal approach to equality assumes that inequality is aberrant and it can be eradicated simply by treating all individuals exactly the same way. A substantive approach to equality, on the other hand, does not presuppose a just social order. It accepts that past patterns of discrimination have left their scars upon the present. Treating all people in a formally equal way now is not going to change the patterns of the past, for that inequality needs to be redressed and not simply removed. This means that those who were deprived of resources in the past are entitled to an ‘unequal’ share of resources at present.’

Substantive equality has four main aims:

- Firstly, substantive equality should break the cycle of discrimination against subaltern groups and should focus on disadvantage;
- Secondly, it should redress stigma, stereotyping, humiliation and violence because of membership of the subaltern group;
- Thirdly, identity should be affirmed positively; and
- Finally, it should facilitate full participation in society.

In South Africa, the focus is on groups to receive redress for the legacy of systemic discrimination they suffered under apartheid. Economic disadvantage is disproportionately concentrated among groups experiencing status-based discrimination. This disproportionate socio-economic disadvantage is mainly concentrated in the African and Coloured sectors of the South African population.

In summary, a substantive approach acknowledges moral differences between groups, based on race, sex and even disability. These differences between the groups are mostly

\[118\] Fredman (n 97).
\[119\] Fredman (n 16) at 218.
\[120\] Explanatory Memorandum to the Employment Equity Bill GN 1840 GG18481 of 01 December 1997 at 6.
caused by historical and current disadvantage. Substantive equality also acknowledges that a nexus between status and disadvantage exists, where status is not at issue, but rather the accompanying disadvantage linked to status. The focus then shifts from status to the accompanying disadvantage. In this context, status refers to a person’s race, gender, disability or other prohibited ground and disadvantage refers to socio-economic disadvantage. Substantive equality is also seen as the vehicle to address status and socio-economic disadvantage simultaneously.

At this juncture it would be meaningful to give an account of inequality by means of statistical evidence. The distribution of wealth experienced between the various groups in South Africa is relevant in the discussion of inequality. Information below gives evidence of the socio-economic circumstances of Blacks prior to 1994, but it also compares the circumstances of blacks and whites to highlight the level of inequality.

- 51 percent of the Black population are not housed in formal housing.
- Over 70 percent commute more than two and a half hours per day.
- 40 percent of unemployment increases pressures on the employed and dilutes income.
- 65 percent of Blacks experience problems with water, electricity and sewerage.
- 70 percent have no electricity.
- 63 percent of Blacks have no access to recreational facilities.
- 59 percent of Blacks cannot afford rent increases.
- The average Black has four and half square meters of living space.
- An average of four black people live in a house.
- The average living space in hostels is below three square meters per person.
- 50 - 75 percent of Black families have single parents - predominantly mothers.
- 65 percent of Black families live below the poverty line.
- Per capita land availability: White: Black = 27:1
- Per capita household income: White: Black = 10:1
- Per capita education expenditure: White: Black = 6.5 : 1

121 Fineman (n 84) at 4-6.
122 Fredman (n 66) at 15.
Two percent of all assets are owned by Blacks.

The lowest 40 percent of the population earns less than 10 percent of the income.

The South African Gini-coefficient\textsuperscript{124} is one of the worst in the world at approximately 0.63.

In spite of government intervention after the 1994 elections, the legacy of apartheid still lingers.\textsuperscript{125} The playing field is far from equal and it is argued that the ‘normalisation of society cannot be left to market forces’ and therefore government intervention is required.\textsuperscript{126} The data below\textsuperscript{127} is an example of how income\textsuperscript{128} is distributed between different population groups and it is evident that the gap between the different racial groups increased tremendously from 1970 to 2000.

Table 1: Total and per capita income, 1970-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>R 3 134</td>
<td>R 4 479</td>
<td>R 5 107</td>
<td>R 5 423</td>
<td>R 6 008</td>
<td>R 6 704</td>
<td>R 7 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloureds</td>
<td>R 8 184</td>
<td>R 8 630</td>
<td>R 8 822</td>
<td>R 9 855</td>
<td>R 11 404</td>
<td>R 12 722</td>
<td>R 14 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians</td>
<td>R 9 595</td>
<td>R 11 244</td>
<td>R 13 296</td>
<td>R 15 113</td>
<td>R 17 637</td>
<td>R 20 592</td>
<td>R 23 938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>R 39 217</td>
<td>R 44 242</td>
<td>R 46 670</td>
<td>R 48 370</td>
<td>R 51 951</td>
<td>R 53 840</td>
<td>R 62 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gini-coefficient in 2001 for the population was around 0.77.\textsuperscript{129} This figure indicates that South Africa is very unequal in the distribution of resources and reflects an increase

\textsuperscript{124} ‘Gini-coefficient of inequality: This is the most commonly used measure of inequality. The coefficient varies between 0, which reflects complete equality and 1, which indicates complete inequality (one person has all the income or consumption, all others have none). Graphically, the Gini coefficient can be easily represented by the area between the Lorenz curve and the line of equality.’ A Coudouel et al ‘Poverty Measurement and Analysis’ (2002) at 48 available at http://web.worldbank.org/WEBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTPOVERTY/EXTPORTAL/0,contentMDK:20238991~menuPK:492138~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:430367,00.html [Accessed 13 July 2012].

\textsuperscript{125} Nel (n 123) at 86.

\textsuperscript{126} Ibid at 49.


\textsuperscript{128} Ibid ‘The income of any group can be considered to consist of wages (the product of the average wage and the number employed) plus income from assets (i.e. income from the other factors of production, capital, land and entrepreneurship) plus income from social grants (transfers).’.

in inequality from 1994 to 2001, which indicates that efforts to stabilise inequality has not succeeded. Racial inequality with relation to income distribution is specifically high in South Africa. This inequality is a result of the discrimination caused by apartheid which resulted in unequal access to opportunities based on race. It is also acknowledged that there is a relationship between inequality and poverty, although poverty declined since the colonial era, inequality actually increased.\textsuperscript{130}

Formal equality and equal opportunity may only endeavour to rectify inequality in the South African context, but are far from sufficient. The substantive approach focusing on groups and taking contextual circumstances and historical factors into consideration is needed to rid the South African society of discrimination and to bring about an egalitarian society. To further this substantive approach, contextual factors need acknowledgement, but criteria to identify disadvantage could be done differently.

In concluding this section on equality, it is important to understand that equality is the equal sense of self-worth, treating people with equal concern, equal respect and equal consideration. Those values underlie equality and this is often the values we offend when we discriminate.\textsuperscript{131}

### 2.3 Section 9(2) of the Bill Of Rights – Concept of disadvantage

Noted elsewhere in this research, the South African Constitution subscribes to a substantive notion of equality, taking factors into account such as context, history, social status and impact on individuals, when disadvantage is determined. It is also further noted that the beneficiaries of affirmative action are left vague in the Constitution, acknowledging that various factors, other than race, could be considered when disadvantage is calculated to delineate affirmative action beneficiaries. Other factors could include socio-economic status, rural residence and school attended, etc. A quick glance at history will give us insight into how we arrived at this juncture in South Africa.

\begin{flushleft}
\textbf{http://www.sarpn.org/documents/d000990/P1096-Fact_Sheet_No_1_Poverty.pdf}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushright}[Accessed 13 July 2012].
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushleft}130 Van der berg (n 127) at 3-4.\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}131 L’heureux-Dubt (n 77) at 352.\end{flushleft}
As a result of colonialism and oppressive apartheid legislation, directed mainly at certain race groups, people were excluded and discriminated against, which led to disadvantage. If one wishes to establish disadvantage, one should ask the following question: what factors influenced the current state of disadvantage an individual or a group experiences currently? The substantive notion of equality acknowledges these various factors impacting on a person’s current state of disadvantage. In the South African context, one could safely make the deduction that an individual’s racial affiliation automatically links a person to disadvantage.

It is also important to focus on impact, because this turns the focus from the group\textsuperscript{132} to actual disadvantage suffered by this group. The disadvantage could be caused by past or current discrimination. We will now turn to; how would disadvantage be viewed under the South African Constitution. South Africa distinguishes itself from other countries due to the fact that it has a constitutional clause promoting affirmative action.\textsuperscript{133}

‘Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms. To promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination may be taken.’\textsuperscript{134}

The Constitutional Court specifically noted the following, with regards to embracing substantive equality:\textsuperscript{135}

‘[I]t is necessary to comment on the nature of substantive equality, a contested expression which is not found in either of our Constitutions. Particularly in a country such as South Africa, persons belonging to certain categories have suffered considerable unfair discrimination in the past. It is insufficient for the Constitution merely to ensure, through its Bill of Rights, that statutory provisions which have caused such unfair discrimination in the past are eliminated. Past unfair discrimination frequently has on-going negative consequences, the continuation of which is not halted immediately when the initial causes thereof are eliminated, and unless remedied, may continue for a substantial time and even indefinitely. Like justice, equality delayed is equality denied.’

\textsuperscript{132} The group factors could be issues of status such as race which is always contentious and controversial causing much conflict as indicated by court contestations internationally.
\textsuperscript{134} Act 108 of 1996 (n 34).
\textsuperscript{135} National Coalition for Gay & Lesbian Equality & another v Minister of Justice & others 1998 (12) BCLR 1517 (CC) at 1546.
If one were to dissect the affirmative action clause, the first section focuses on equality that includes ‘the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms’ and that affirmative action is not an exception to equality, but a vehicle to achieve equality. The second part of the equality clause focuses on ‘legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, may be taken.’ The following discussion will now address issues around disadvantage according to the South African Constitution.

Should individual disadvantage be a prerequisite when one wishes to afford affirmative action benefits? Reference is made to individuals and categories of persons, but it is important to see disadvantaged individuals as part of the group who had been discriminated against and to implement measures which will help the individual and will directly benefit the group. The substantive notion underpinned by the Constitution, takes systemic patterns of group inequality into consideration and it will therefore not be necessary to indicate individual disadvantage. Showing individual disadvantage was never the intention of the Constitution, because this would hamper the purpose of s 9(2) and has further drawbacks as noted by Rycroft:

‘[T]o have to prove historical discrimination is an unnecessary and wasteful experience. It exacerbates conflict and division. It focuses on the wrongs of the past, rather than the hopes of the future. To apply that to an individual job applicant is to promote a generally unhealthy social ethic: the endeavour to prove oneself a victim. That should not be the focus of an affirmative action enquiry.’

Secondly, the question whether the persons benefiting from affirmative action should be personally disadvantaged by unfair discrimination comes under spotlight. It is argued that the target group for affirmative action need not show that they had been personally discriminated against. The South African Constitution left the identification of affirmative action beneficiaries vague for a specific reason, as ‘persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination’. From this description of beneficiaries, they could be individuals or groups of people. It is acknowledged that inequality in South
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Africa may take on complex forms and affirmative action measures may be shaped to include various groups. However, it is never a prerequisite that they should be personally disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. There are various factors which could impact on the disadvantaged state of an individual or group. Factors could include criteria such as rural-urban status, gender, class, and regional and cultural divides.\footnote{Dupper (n 98).} This multifaceted nature of disadvantage is one of the factors I will later use to indicate that other influences on disadvantage could be useful in the identification of disadvantage. ‘Race is not the only factor to be considered when s 9(2) speaks of disadvantage, other criteria could include class, gender and ‘other levels and forms of social differentiation and systemic under privilege which still persist‘.\footnote{van Heerden (n 56).} The Constitutional Court acknowledged that it is not necessary to define the group in need of redress to exacting standards.

‘…often it is difficult, impractical or undesirable to devise a legislative scheme with ‘pure’ differentiation demarcating precisely the affected classes. Within each class, favoured or otherwise, there may indeed be exceptional or 'hard cases' or windfall beneficiaries.’\footnote{Ibid.}

The court held that for legal efficacy of affirmative action, it is to assess if the majority of the favoured class was disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.\footnote{van Heerden (n 50) at para 40.} Therefore, there would be no requirement that each individual in this group should be disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.

\subsection*{2.4 Section 6(2) of the Employment Equity Act - Concept of designated groups}

The Employment Equity Act supports the Constitution in its purpose to achieve equity in the workplace.\footnote{Section 2.} This does not mean the workplace is the only domain where affirmative action is applied, but for the purposes of this research, it will be the focus. The mandate of the Constitution is to protect or advance persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. However, the Employment Equity Act looks at
further defining beneficiaries not by disadvantage, but by race gender and disability.\textsuperscript{148} The purpose of the Employment Equity Act is stipulated as follows: \textsuperscript{149}

‘To achieve equity in the workplace by-

a) Promoting equal opportunity and fair treatment in employment through the elimination of unfair discrimination; and 

b) Implementing affirmative action measures to redress the disadvantages in employment experienced by designated groups, in order to ensure equitable representation in all occupational levels in the workforce.’

This Act is designed to apply affirmative action in a rational manner and highlights four different key areas to aid implementation.

- The Act identifies who has the duty to implement affirmative action and who will receive benefits.\textsuperscript{150}
- The Act prescribes which affirmative action measures must be implemented and which may be implemented.\textsuperscript{151}
- Procedures to aid implementation are provided through plans to implement affirmative action is prescribed.\textsuperscript{152}
- Enforcement mechanisms are also provided.\textsuperscript{153}

This Act also places an obligation on ‘designated employers’ to take measures to address disadvantage experienced by the ‘designated groups.’\textsuperscript{154} Equity will be achieved by the promotion of equal opportunity and fair treatment through the elimination of discrimination\textsuperscript{155} and secondly by the implementation of affirmative action.\textsuperscript{156} The Employment Equity Act does not deem affirmative action to be unfair discrimination, if it is applied consistently with this Act.\textsuperscript{157} This Act is also very specific with regards to who will apply affirmative action and identifies ‘designated employers’ who have more than 50 employees in their employ or have less than 50 employees, but exceed a prescribed annual turnover of a small business as per schedule 4 of the Employment Equity Act. Municipalities, organs of the state and any employer bound by a collective agreement, are also bound to apply Chapter III of the Employment Equity Act. Designated employers

\textsuperscript{148} Rycroft (n 7) at 1413.
\textsuperscript{149} Act 55 of 1998 (n 147).
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\textsuperscript{155} Act 55 of 1998 s 2(a).
\textsuperscript{156} Section 2(b).
\textsuperscript{157} Section 6(a).
must ensure that members of the ‘designated group’¹⁵⁸ should be equitably represented in all occupational levels and categories.¹⁵⁹

Opposed to the vague statement in the South African Constitution, indicating that beneficiaries may be persons or categories of persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, the Employment Equity Act is specific by narrowing it down to only two relevant criteria to be met. Section 15(1) indicates that a person should be suitably qualified and from the designated group. Section 20 further expands on the term, ‘suitably qualified’ and gives four operative definitions of who could be eligible for affirmative action benefits.

The Employment Equity Act identifies the designated group to be of a certain race, gender¹⁶⁰ and disability.¹⁶¹ Under race, the black group is further subdivided into African, Coloured and Indian. This categorisation typifies the same racial categories used to classify people under the apartheid system.¹⁶² This in itself is problematic, and it is argued that this does not contribute to the establishment of a non-racial society. This phenomenon is referred to as one of the great paradoxes of the constitutional transition.¹⁶³ In 2008, the High Court decided that people of Chinese descent that were classified as Coloured will also be included in the term black.¹⁶⁴ People with disabilities are defined as ‘people who have a long term physical or mental impairment which substantially limits their prospects of entry into, or advancement in employment’.¹⁶⁵

A suitably qualified person will have one or a combination of the criteria listed below.¹⁶⁶

- formal qualification;
- prior learning;
- relevant experience; and
- capacity to acquire, within a reasonable time, the ability to do the job.

The use of race as the identifier is contentious and controversial and needs to be reassessed. By this, it is not meant that race should just be discarded, but as Dupper

¹⁵⁸ Act 55 of 1998 (n 12).
¹⁵⁹ Section 15(1) and s 2(b).
¹⁶⁰ Women of all races are favoured.
¹⁶¹ Act 55 of 1998 (n34).
¹⁶² Population Registration Act 30 of 1950 s 1(iii) and (xv).
¹⁶⁴ Chinese Association v Minister of Labour and others Case No: 59251/2007; 18 June 2008.
¹⁶⁵ Act 55 of 1998 (n 12).
¹⁶⁶ Section 20(3).
argues, that the racial lines which demarcated the route along which discrimination took place, will be around for some time to come. Racial groups which were created by the original unjust practice of racial discrimination will have to be the same criteria to be used for the identification of beneficiaries.\(^{167}\)

The Constitution and the Employment Equity Act has two different conceptions of who should qualify for affirmative action benefits. The Constitution mentions no race and also mentions disadvantage, but no elaboration on what disadvantage is and how one would be able to identify disadvantage is made. The Employment Equity Act distinctly demarcates the beneficiaries as those of a particular race, gender or disability. In the South African context it is not uncommon to link disadvantage with race. The following chapter will investigate what affirmative action would mean in different context. Various approaches to affirmative action will also be investigated.

Chapter Three

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AS REDRESS MEASURE

3.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter will be to explore the underlying rationale for affirmative action and the applicable model for South Africa and the United States of America, respectively. Affirmative action may assume different meanings, depending on the context in which it operates, but it ultimately aims to redress inequalities caused by discrimination. If the focus is to achieve equality, it would be useful to establish: equality of what; and what needs to be done to achieve that equality. To establish the issues or problems which will be addressed by affirmative action is pertinent in the assessment phase. In one’s endeavour to answer this question, it would be useful to distinguish between inter-racial and intra-racial inequality. Chapter two gave an overview of the income variations between various racial groups which could be regarded as an indicator of inter-racial inequality. The statistics are significant, because it give an idea of the magnitude of inequality.

Intra-racial inequality refers to the variances of income or wealth within a particular group and is an indicator of different classes within a group. Malaysia for example reflects one tenth of income inequality among races (inter-racial inequality) and the nine tenths of income inequality is intra-racial (inequality within one particular race). Could this be the issue in South Africa? If it is found that our inequalities are more concentrated in the intra-racial domain, one should possibly look at an alternative to the group based approach. The group based approach actually widens the inequality gap between wealthy and not so wealthy individuals of the same group. There were and still is significant economic growth among the black middle class in South Africa, resulting in higher income causing the inequality within the group to increase. It is evident that although inequality indicated by means of the gini coefficient, is high between racial groups, poverty is actually declining. Refer to table 2. The concern now is the rise of the intra-racial inequality for all groups. For blacks it could be attributed to affirmative action and

black economic empowerment. For whites the loss of privilege in the democracy. The table below show evidence of intra- and inter group inequality.¹⁶⁹

**Table 2: Trends in poverty and income distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate inequality</td>
<td>Rising strongly</td>
<td>Little change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality between groups</td>
<td>Declining</td>
<td>Declining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality within groups</td>
<td>Rising strongly</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty headcount</td>
<td>Rising moderately</td>
<td>Declining strongly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One could use the strong rise in intra-racial inequality as a possible motivation to look at a more nuanced approach in the identification of affirmative action beneficiaries. Depending on one’s views of the causes and consequences of inequality, the questions of what and how could be answered. The formulation and implementation of policies will be informed by one’s understanding of what discrimination and equality is. Discrimination may be described as follows:¹⁷⁰

> “It refers to a difference in treatment based on the personal characteristics of an individual such as race or sex, irrespective of whether that individual’s profile matches the requirements of a particular job.

Differential treatment will place individuals in a disadvantaged position and limit his or her chances of opportunities in relation to other members of society. In South Africa, years of systemic discrimination against blacks, excluded this group from opportunities which were exclusively reserved for whites. After the identification of what should be rectified, the how question should be addressed and contestations are rife in this area. Many viewpoints of how affirmative action should be applied exist, but one should be mindful of the context and should be cautious to adopt programmes from one particular context and blindly emulate them in another. It is argued that the concept of affirmative action originated in the United States of America.

¹⁶⁹ Van der berg (n 127) at 5-15.
¹⁷⁰ Tomei (n 26) at 401- 402.
Globally, the application of affirmative action differs, depending on the context in which it is applied and the particular histories of the group or groups requiring redress. The following definitions will give clarification of various approaches, underlying rationales and the objectives affirmative action needs to address.

### 3.2 Definitions of affirmative action

‘Affirmative action is preferential access to social resources for persons who are members of groups which have been previously disadvantaged by adverse discrimination.’[^171]

‘Affirmative action involves treating a sub-class or a group of people differently in order to improve their chances of obtaining a particular good or to ensure that they obtain a proportion of certain goods.’[^172]

‘Affirmative action is referred to as any policy that aims to increase the participation of a disadvantaged social group in mainstream institutions, either through “outreach” (targeting the group for publicity and invitations to participate) or “preference” (using group membership, or proxies, as criteria for selecting participants in the opportunity).’[^173]

‘Affirmative action denotes the deliberate use of race- or gender-conscious criteria for the specific purpose of benefiting a group which has previously been disadvantaged on grounds of race or gender. Its aims range from providing a specific remedy for invidious discrimination to the more general purpose of increasing the participation of groups which are visibly under-represented in important public spheres such as education, politics or employment.’[^174]

The above definitions indicate differential treatment of a sub-group. Emphasis is placed on group characteristics, which is mainly opposed by opponents of affirmative action. The criteria of race, gender and disability are used as identifiers and are seen as explicit

[^171]: Smith (n 140) at 234.
[^172]: Faundez (n 86).
[^174]: Fredman (n 82) at 575.
and regarded as unchangeable. However, what about the factors such as socio-economic status which are not immediately detectible and which could change over time?\(^{175}\)

In many jurisdictions it was assumed that instituting anti-discrimination laws will rid society of discrimination against members of certain racial- or ethnic groups. It, however, became evident that anti-discrimination laws alone were not sufficient to equalize opportunities amongst disadvantaged groups. Therefore, one could argue that these laws will not eradicate intra-group inequality. Countries have specific histories and therefore require different redress measures. The contextual factors have an influence on the model of affirmative action which will be applied.

Affirmative action may have different goals which are dependent on history and context. Some of the goals might include the following:\(^{176}\)

- The elimination of present discrimination;
- To remedy past discrimination;
- To equalize opportunities; and
- To embrace and promote diversity.

3.3 Models of affirmative action

There are four distinct models of affirmative action discussed by Elizabeth Anderson.\(^{177}\) Each of these models has a specific rationale dependent upon the time frame they focus on. These models may be backward-, present- or forward-looking. Proponents of affirmative action normally use these models as justification and justice which will demand an end to discrimination suffered by disadvantaged minority groups and women. Affirmative action is viewed as a means to compensate for past and current discrimination, the promotion of integration and diversity in organisations and societies.\(^{178}\)

\(^{175}\) Tomei (n 26) at 407.

\(^{176}\) Global rights partners for justice (n 22) at 14.

\(^{177}\) Anderson (n 173) at 135-154.

\(^{178}\) Kellough (n 8) at 76.
3.3.1 The compensatory model

This model wishes to compensate or remedy the effects of the past. It aims at restoring justice by reversing the wrongs of the past and has a backward looking rationale.\(^{179}\)

Fundamental to this approach, is Justice Blackmun’s opinion in *United Steelworkers of America v Weber*,\(^{180}\) where affirmative action was upheld and the following issue of importance was noted.

‘Given this legislative history, we cannot agree with the respondent that Congress intended to prohibit the private sector from taking effective steps to accomplish the goal that Congress, designed Title VII to achieve. The very statutory words intended as a spur or catalyst to cause “employers and unions to self-examine and to self-evaluate their employment practices and to endeavour to eliminate, so far as possible, the last vestiges of an unfortunate and ignominious page in this country's history.” cannot be interpreted as an absolute prohibition against all private, voluntary, race-conscious affirmative action efforts to hasten the elimination of such vestiges.’

The purpose of the compensatory model to restore or repair effects of past discrimination raises the following issues:

- Who will the practitioners of affirmative action be?
- Who will the targeted group be and what criteria will be relevant in selecting them?
- How much weight will be allocated to group preferences?
- Who should bear the cost of affirmative action?
- The meaning and relevance of race to the purpose of affirmative action.
- The compensatory model is based on notions of justice and it presupposes an account of the causes of race-based injustice.

The issues noted above, led to much debate between opponents and proponents of affirmative action. Central to the compensatory model is its individualistic approach which argues that a person wronged by discrimination should be identified for reparations by his or her perpetrator and will imply the following:\(^{181}\)


\(^{180}\) 99 SCt 2721 at 2727-2728.

\(^{181}\) Anderson (n 173) at 137-138.
• The agents who should practice affirmative action are those who had previously engaged in racial discrimination;
• The beneficiaries are targeted by virtue of being the victims of past racial discrimination by the agents;
• They should be compensated for the extent of the harm they suffered.
• The agents who engaged in the discrimination should bear the cost.
• Membership to a minority group or some instances majority disadvantaged group serves as an accurate proxy for the morally relevant characteristic of being victimised by racial discrimination.
• Past racial discrimination is the main cause of current race-based injustice.

It is claimed that affirmative action does not neatly fit into the compensatory model. Practitioners of affirmative action are not always those who discriminated against victims and no attempt is made to identify the real victims of their own discrimination. The broad application of race is still used as a proxy for disadvantage. In these circumstances, the compensatory model is viewed as reverse discrimination, because it uses the same irrelevant characteristic of race to give preference to a certain group. The counter argument of the above is that preferential treatment for the purposes of affirmative action is for reparations of past injustices and not based on a morally irrelevant characteristic. The focus should therefore be on the disadvantage suffered and not the characteristic used to identify those who suffered the disadvantage. Faundez summarizes the application of affirmation action as follows:

‘[I]f it is decided to apply affirmative action measures as a form of reparation to benefit members of a group who have been discriminated on the account of their race, the differential treatment is not based on an irrelevant characteristic, but on the fact that members of that group were treated unfairly because of their race.’

The compensatory model does not measure the damages suffered by the victims. It is also argued that race is not a perfect proxy for disadvantage because of its over- and under-inclusivity. In the United States and South Africa, this model argues that since blacks have suffered unfair discrimination and are therefore disadvantaged, they will be entitled to compensation. A redistribution of opportunity is necessary for those who were
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182 As in the South African case.
184 Nickel at 154.
185 Faundez (n 3) at 4-5.
excluded in the past if the aim is to have an egalitarian society\textsuperscript{186} and in this context, affirmative action is seen as restitution of historical justice.\textsuperscript{187} The aim would be to put blacks in the position they would have been, if discrimination never occurred.\textsuperscript{188}

Although the compensatory model has an individualistic outlook, it should rather focus on groups and not on individuals.\textsuperscript{189} Affirmative action, as a means to compensate for past wrongs, is not owed to groups who do not have moral status to justify differential treatment, but to individuals who had been victims of past discrimination. It is claimed that administrative efficacy hampers the application of the group approach. Case by case adjudication \textsuperscript{190} will be costly and difficult, or at times impossible to identify the real victims and therefore hampers the individualistic approach.

There is a correlation between being black and being a victim of discrimination and disadvantage.\textsuperscript{191} In cases where institutionalised discrimination against blacks is observed, it would be relevant to use race for the purposes of reparations.\textsuperscript{192} The drawback of the group focus is that, it promotes a divisive conception of society, undermining the democratic aspirations of cohesion and diversity created under a common identity.\textsuperscript{193}

It would not be wrong to disseminate the cost of injustice to be shared by society. This model can be viewed as a kind of rough justice.\textsuperscript{194} In situations where the wrongdoing against a group is so immense that there is little or no chance for the compensation to exceed the damage caused by discrimination, it would be justified to compensate groups for disadvantage suffered by past discrimination. This approach also justifies the issue of under-inclusion, where programs would only include blacks and other disadvantaged groups. The compensatory model only focuses on discrimination which appeared in the past and disregard current discriminatory practices.\textsuperscript{195}

\textsuperscript{186} S Krislov ‘The Negro in federal employment: The quest for equal opportunity’ (1967) 77.
\textsuperscript{187} Kellough (n 8) at 76-77.
\textsuperscript{188} Wax (n 179) at 131.
\textsuperscript{189} P Taylor ‘Reverse discrimination and Compensatory Justice’ (1973) 33:6 Analysis 177 at 177-182.
\textsuperscript{190} Anderson (n 173) at 139.
\textsuperscript{191} Wax (n 179) at 15.
\textsuperscript{192} Nickel (n 183) at 155-157.
\textsuperscript{193} Anderson (n 173) at 138.
\textsuperscript{195} Anderson (n 173) at 140.
3.3.2 The diversity model

The diversity model, also known as the utilitarian approach, has a forward looking rationale. It is a racial inclusion policy, because its outcome is to achieve racial diversity by endeavouring to include historically marginalised racial groups. A new approach, termed instrumental affirmative action was developed. The focus of this approach does not purely rely on race-based criteria. This instrumental approach will include rationales such as diversity and integration. The diversity model argument is based on the need for institutions to become more diverse. The following elements of importance need consideration with reference to this model:

- ‘The institutions eligible to practice affirmative action are those whose mission would profit from a greater diversity of ideas brought by participants.
- The targeted beneficiaries should be members of any group that would contribute to the epistemic diversity of the institution.
- The weight given to preferences for including members from any group should be proportional to the degree to which they bring, and inversely proportional to the degree to which they are already represented.
- Those who should bear the cost of the affirmative action are those whose perspectives and ideas are already well represented in the institution.
- Race is presumed relevant to diversity because it is viewed as proxy for possession of ideas distinct from well represented groups.
- Individuals are targeted by affirmative action not to remedy injustice, but to advance the mission of the institutions that practice it.’

The diversity model also proposes that a more diverse body of individuals will enhance productivity, because the service which will be delivered could be produced more effectively by a heterogeneous workforce. It is argued that racial, ethnic and gender identities have different socialisation experiences inherent to them and will therefore lead to diverse perspectives, which will aid in the successful execution of organizational tasks. A diverse workforce will bring along diverse perspectives and ingenious ways to deal

197 P Frymer and J Skrentny ‘The Rise of Instrumental Affirmative Action: Law and the New Significance of Race in America’ (2004) 36 Connecticut Law Review 677 at 691. ‘Instrumental affirmative action is more likely to emphasize economics, community and social stability. And unlike traditional affirmative action law, its logic is based on considerations of the present or future, ignoring historical discrimination and in turn, ignoring structural power differences.’
198 Anderson (n 173) at 141.
200 Faundez (n 3) at 7.
with obstacles. Diverse people in organisations will also build strength within organisations, especially when organisations are confronted with complex issues to resolve.

The advantages of a diverse workforce include the following:\(^\text{201}\)

- Diverse groups can over time develop to levels where their effectiveness may exceed homogenous groups.
- Race, sex and ethnic groups may create a diversity of information and perspectives which could be ultimately beneficial to the organisation.
- In educational institutions diversity will enhance the educational experience of all students.\(^\text{202}\)
- The integration of employees will also enhance the core democratic values in society.\(^\text{203}\)
- The members of the preferred group are also not stigmatised, because they bring valuable features which add to the epistemic diversity of the organisation.

Numerous studies have highlighted the advantages of having a diverse workforce, but one should not be naive and ignore the drawbacks they may pose.

The drawbacks of a diverse group in the workforce include the following:\(^\text{204}\)

- Newly formed diverse groups may hamper group interaction processes and effectiveness.\(^\text{205}\)
- The rationale of the model does not fit the scope.
- When separated from justice, this model may not account for the special weight given to race compared to other dimensions.
- This model also promotes racial myths such as stigmatisation. The focus is on how different individuals (American blacks) are from others. It correlates racial groups with cultural groups which also causes idea that people believe that diversity presented by race is a matter of racially distinct characters. In this

\(^{201}\) Kellough (n 8) at 78-79.
\(^{202}\) Regents of the University of California v Bakke, 438 US (1978).
\(^{203}\) Kellough (n 8) at 80.
\(^{204}\) Anderson (n 173) at 142-144.
context it is important to understand that race group is a social category made on the basis of social inequality by means of group dynamics.

- The diversity model also raises serious questions in terms of justification of racial preferences in terms of institutional goals.

The more advantaged individuals with the best education, will be the most favoured in a designated group. This implies that these individuals should be qualified and opposed to the compensatory model where a broad sweep was exercised to determine beneficiaries. Merit becomes important when applying the diversity model and is a factor to be considered when beneficiaries are identified. In the United States there had been a shift from the old corrective approach as underlined by the compensatory model to the utilitarian approach, which emphasises diversity. It is important to understand that the shift has moved from the individualistic approach to repair historical injustice to certain groups. Discrimination which led to disadvantage is an important element to be present for beneficiaries to qualify for benefits. For reasons noted above, individuals had no need to show disadvantage or that they suffered as a result of discrimination. Just belonging to a historically marginalised group automatically gave them the right to affirmative action benefits. The *Grutter v Bollinger* case dealing with University of Michigan Law School admission and Michigan’s Proposal 2 on the November 2006 ballot, shifted the focus from a rights-based angle to one highlighting the benefits of institutions to become more diverse.

The diversity rationale is best suited for educational institutions to bring about greater diversity in the student body which will give rise to a diversity of perspectives when individuals are confronted with complex issues and could also be beneficial in preparation of graduates for the diverse societies they will be working in. The diversity model does not link race just merely to skin colour, as in the case with the compensatory model, but sees race as ethnicity and culture.

Race should is not seen as something we should get beyond or overcome, but involves the identification of differences which should not be ignored and peoples’ race becomes
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relevant to their identity and the affording of benefits. A drawback of the diversity model is that it focuses on diversifying institutions and forgets about the individuals who suffered from past discrimination.

### 3.3.3 The integrative model

The premise of this model rests on the assumption that societies are highly segregated and it works negatively against socio-economic opportunities for disadvantaged racial groups, causing racial stigmatisation and discrimination. This is also regarded as inconsistent with a democratic society and will require integration which will reduce racial prejudice and promote a greater social harmony or a fully democratic society.

Segregation caused by racial discrimination resulted in a multiplicity of injustices to particular groups which included:

- Racial stigmatisation;
- Stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination;
- Undermines democracy by fostering divisive politics; and
- Blacks’ deprivation of opportunities.

Unlike the compensatory model, the integrative model is proactive and dismantles current barriers by allowing the disadvantaged race group to advance. It uses race to undo continuing causes of race-based disadvantage and is forward-looking. The integration of various races enhances core democratic values by enabling members of society to participate in all aspects of society. This inclusivity is crucial to attain a democratic and a social coherent society. In context, integration does not refer to assimilation, but to effective participation and interaction in terms of equality by members of different races.

The focus is not to eradicate discrimination which caused the segregation, but rather to focus on targeting the segregation. It would be a good point of departure to start with government bureaucracies in applying integration, because it will aid in furthering the
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interests of the diverse society they actually serve.\textsuperscript{216} The principle of representative bureaucracy holds that people makes decisions based on personal values and perceptions. These values and perceptions are inherent to a certain race or ethnic group because of their socialisation experiences. This will lead to the representation of all relevant parties in the decision-making process\textsuperscript{217} and this may be equally true for the private sector.

The integration model has the following underlying assumptions:\textsuperscript{218}

- Any organisation that promotes racial integration would be eligible to practice affirmative action.
- Individuals who are best positioned to act as agents of racial integration will be targeted.
- Weight to preferences will be dependent on how much integration is needed for positive effects to be achieved.
- All citizens in society bear the cost of integration, because the duty to promote the justice of social arrangements and integration is instrumental to justice.
- Race does not act as a proxy for some relevant characteristic, but is a relevant factor in achieving the goal of integration of the affirmative action program.
- Racial segregation and stigmatisation is the causes of the unjust race-based disadvantage. Affirmative action in this context is seen as a tool to dismantle the causes of unjust race-based disadvantage.

Bullet one above highlights that any organisation who promotes racial integration can apply affirmative action. This clears the issue of scope which is at question when the compensation model is applied. The integrative model differs from the diversity model, because it has multiple roles to play.

Black professionals would normally locate themselves in these needy areas providing crucial professional services to segregated communities.\textsuperscript{219} In the area of government contracting, affirmative action will allow for business owners of disadvantaged segregated groups to acquire social, cultural and human capital, increase employment

\textsuperscript{216} Krislov (n 186) at 5.
\textsuperscript{217} Saltzstein ‘Representative Bureaucracy and Bureaucratic Responsibility’ cited in Kellough (n 8) at 81.
\textsuperscript{218} Anderson (n 173) at 148-149.
\textsuperscript{219} J Cantor \textit{et al} ‘Physician Service to the underserved: Implications to affirmative action in medical education’(1996) \textit{Inquiry} 33 at 167-180.
opportunities for groups suffering from high unemployment and provide beneficiaries with the experience to work with racially diverse clients.\textsuperscript{220}

The \textit{Griggs v Duke Power Company}\textsuperscript{221} case is a movement from the compensatory to the integrative rationale. The focus in this case was on barriers for minorities which have a disparate impact on them.\textsuperscript{222} In other instances, advertising by word of mouth illustrated a locking effect on job opportunities for certain racial groups and worked against an integrated society. Therefore, the need to remove barriers to employment becomes imperative. This may be achieved by the integrative model.

### 3.3.4 The discrimination blocking model

The application of strict anti-discrimination laws will not necessarily stop discrimination. Moreover, bringing about an egalitarian society could be tortuously slow. The discrimination blocking model, places the onus on the victims to come to the fore and make individual cases in order to rectify discriminating behaviour. This is problematic, because victims will not always be willing to come to the fore to initiate the action. It is also suggested that affirmative action may play a more proactive role in bringing about change in societal stigmatisation and stereotyping of the disadvantaged groups and therefore prevent discrimination. Time tables and goals are necessitated in this model, because it brings about results much quicker.\textsuperscript{223} The model also focuses on the eradication of past or current discrimination against disadvantaged groups and stereotypical stigmatising by the advantaged groups or habits that favour groups who were previously advantaged. The following is fundamental to this model.\textsuperscript{224}

- Any institution where there is still discrimination would be eligible to practice affirmative action;
- The beneficiaries are qualified members of the disadvantaged group who would not be able to gain access to opportunities if it was not for affirmative action;

\textsuperscript{220} Anderson (n 173) at 149.  
\textsuperscript{221} 401 U.S. 424 (1971).  
\textsuperscript{222} \textit{Grigg v Duke Power Company} (n 221) at 431-432.  
\textsuperscript{223} Kellough (n 8) at 81-82.  
\textsuperscript{224} Anderson (n 173) at 144-145.
• Only tie-breaking preferences are allowed for members of the disadvantaged group;
• The cost to the innocent is small due to the fact that racial preferences which override meritocratic criteria are not present;
• Race is treated merely as the identifier for those who would be victims of discrimination; and
• Current discrimination is fundamental to the unjust race-based disadvantage.

The question, why discrimination persisted after the implementation of anti-discrimination legislation needs to be answered. It was discovered that widespread resistance from recalcitrant whites still occurred and the anti-discrimination laws were expected to have the outcome which was evident of the non-discriminatory process. To ensure that discrimination is stopped, group blind policies which are incorporated in the affirmative action policies may be implemented.

3.4 Affirmative action approaches in the two jurisdictions

3.4.1 Introduction

The United States and South Africa share similarities and differences with regards to context and history. These factors impact on the manner in which affirmative action is applied in the two jurisdictions. Both jurisdictions are similar in the fact that they both have Africans who suffered discrimination and other ethnic minorities such as Native Indians, Hispanics, Asian Americans, Coloureds and Indians. Secondly the struggle for freedom, justice and equality in both countries illustrates how the legal system was used as a tool to oppress blacks.

225 If two candidates have the same qualifications, preference will be given to the one from a designated race/category. D Benatar ‘Justice, diversity and racial preference: a critique of affirmative action’ (2008) 125:2 The South African Law Journal 274 at 277.
226 United States v Paradise 480 U.S. 149 (1987). In this case quotas were permitted to remedy discrimination in state trooper promotions.
In the United States, affirmative action beneficiaries are the minority, but in South Africa it constitutes the majority. Another difference refer to the fact that secure economic and political power of the white majority in the United States did not lead to the accommodation of the demands of the minorities, which resulted in the erosion of white power. In South Africa, however, the white minority has considerable economic power as opposed to the political power which is concentrated in the hands on the black majority.

3.4.2 Affirmative action model applied in South Africa

It is crucial to understand how we arrived at this place we find ourselves at today. An important point of departure is 1994, when the first democratic election took place and the black majority took political control of the country. This was also the start of addressing the consequences of colonial subjugation and oppression under the apartheid system.

The country’s population is made up of various groups from different parts of the world impacting on South African history. Each group had a distinct role and labour function to perform. The function each group performed influenced their social stance in society and was transferred from generation to generation for many decades, and is almost similar to the caste system in India. The four main groups in South Africa originated from the following areas of the world. The white Afrikaans-speaking people are descendants from Europe who came to work as soldiers or merchants for the East Indian Dutch Company. The current Indian population descended from India, to mainly to provide labour on the sugar plantations. Black indigenous groups were integrated in the colonial capitalist system to provide labour. Lastly, the coloured population consists of Aboriginal Khoi, San, amaXhosa as well as African and East Indian slaves. The social formation of the South African society is said to be structured as a racial caste system, where class, language and other social indicators were not as salient as race.\(^{229}\)

The above social packaging and class stratification was further reinforced by legislation aimed at discriminating against people of colour,\(^{230}\) which led to disadvantage,


\(^{230}\) Population registration Act of 1950; Reservation of separate amenities act of 1953; Mines and works act of 1911; Native building workers act of 1951; Native labour act of 1953; Industrial Conciliation Act of 1956. The noted acts are a few of the discriminatory acts impacting negatively on the majority of the South African population.
manifested in the data provided in chapter two. The racial-caste social system shaped our understanding of the ruling white capitalist class and the skilled white workers and other white wage earners accumulating massive economic advantages at the expense of the majority of rural and urban black population.\(^{231}\) In the light of this historical backdrop, affirmative action is viewed as a strategy aimed at remedying disadvantage caused by historical discrimination, which mostly excluded the majority\(^{232}\) of the population from economic participation.

The South African Constitution deems affirmative action as a fundamental right and a redress measure,\(^{233}\) but this does not barricade it against contestation by especially white males.\(^{234}\) Other statutes\(^{235}\) were also enacted to aid in bringing about redistribution of economic, social, cultural and political power and resources, which was necessary to address the effects of capitalism and apartheid.\(^{236}\)

The previously advantaged group had and still has mixed feelings towards the use of affirmative action. Statistical evidence supports this notion:

- 61 percent proposed that individuals should be eligible for jobs based on merit; and
- 38 percent were in favour of special measures for people who are disadvantaged due to past discrimination.\(^{237}\)

Affirmative action is also labelled as ‘reverse discrimination’ and is perceived by whites in this manner. This led to a mass exodus of white skilled professionals.\(^{238}\) The reverse discrimination argument against affirmative action argues that the same ground which was used as criteria for discrimination is now used as criteria to identify the beneficiaries.\(^{239}\) This opposition to affirmative action opens up the potential to undermine

\(^{231}\) The black population referring to all those who are not white as the Employment Equity Act, African, Indian and Coloured. Alexander (n 229) at 482-483; Deane (n 20) at 76.

\(^{232}\) Adam (n 228) at 233.

\(^{233}\) South African Constitution (n 34)

\(^{234}\) Rycroft (n 7)


\(^{236}\) Alexander (n 10) at 93.


\(^{238}\) Adam (n 228) at 232.

\(^{239}\) Faundez (n 3) at 4.
reconciliation and divide South Africa even further. As mentioned elsewhere in this thesis, this divisive spinoff is one of the unintended consequences of affirmative action. The question that one could raise now is if affirmative action could be viewed differently in order to minimise the detrimental divisive effect? The biggest conundrum to solve is to revisit the manner in which intended affirmative action beneficiaries are selected. It is trite that disadvantage runs along racial cleavages in South Africa and it would be inevitable to identify the bulk of the black population as being disadvantaged. The South African history of discrimination regards it as appropriate for the state and employers to implement affirmative action as a means to address systemic discrimination.240

The preamble of the Employment Equity Act241 states:

Recognising
- that as a result of apartheid and other discriminatory laws and practices there are disparities in employment occupation and income within the national labour market; and
- that those disparities creates such grounded disadvantages for certain categories of people that they cannot redressed simply by repealing discriminating laws,

Therefore in order to-
- promote the constitutional right to equality and the exercise of true democracy;
- eliminate unfair discrimination in employment;
- ensure the implementation of employment equity to redress the effects of discrimination;
- achieve a diverse workforce, broadly represented of our people;
- promote economic development and the efficiency in the workforce; and
- give effect to the obligations of the Republic as member of the International Labour Organisation.

The preamble of the Employment Equity Act makes it clear that because of historic events of discrimination against people which caused disadvantage, affirmative action will be its focal point. Research conducted in 1995, indicated that whites held 85 to 95 percent of senior management government offices and professions.242 These figures are a clear indication that discrimination has left disparities in employment and various occupations. The mere banning of discrimination and legislating anti-discrimination laws

240 Dupper (n 98) at 275.
would not rectify these disparities in the South African society. An important building block of a democratic society is to ensure that equality is achieved in society.\textsuperscript{243}

In practice, affirmative action has to reconcile the principle of merit, standards and equal opportunities for the previously disadvantaged under-represented masses. This issue causes major tension between groups, because the white males would promote the merit principle and the previously disadvantaged group – which is predominantly black, would promote equal opportunity.\textsuperscript{244}

The focus is representivity as per the Employment Equity Act, and South African organisations are under huge pressure to adhere to the requirements of implementing affirmative action.\textsuperscript{245} Section 53(4) of the Employment Equity Act makes it clear that, state contracts may be cancelled or any offer to conclude contracts may be rejected if the Act is not adhered to. In South Africa, diversity is also one of affirmative action’s goals\textsuperscript{246} and during the late nineties, huge emphasis was placed on the application of diversity programs in organisations.

The identification of beneficiaries is one of the more controversial issues relating to affirmative action. Issues of over- and under-inclusion are specifically causing the tensions among groups. Legislation and academic opinion gives clear guidance as to who will qualify for affirmative action benefits. In chapter two the following guidelines are specified for the identification of beneficiaries, as noted in the South African Constitution and the Employment Equity Act.

‘Affirmative action is measures designed to ensure that suitably qualified employees from designated groups have equal employment opportunities and are equitably represented in all occupational categories and levels in the workforce of a designated employer.’\textsuperscript{247}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[243] Kahlenberg (n 211); Anderson (n 211).
\item[244] Adam (n 228) at 234.
\item[245] D Innes, ‘ANC Human Resources Policy: an overview’, in \textit{The Innes Labour Brief} (Johannesburg), 3, 3, 1992 28. ‘It is very likely that, in future, companies seeking government contracts or support in any form would be expected to have coherent affirmative action strategies in place and working effectively. It is also possible that tax rebates or similar incentives may be provided to companies which show proof of progress in this sphere. In this context, it is likely that a future government would call for disclosure of internal information on what is being done to promote the disadvantaged within organizations.’ Act 55 of 1998 s 53.
\item[246] Act 55 of 1998 s 15(2) (b).
\item[247] Section 15(1).
\end{footnotes}
In practice, affirmative action is actually a program which favours the black middle class and it perpetuates the class inequality in our society. This in itself is problematic, because affirmative will then never reach its intended beneficiaries, those in need of redress, the poor. Could one then possibly look at an alternative approach to include this excluded group?

3.4.3 Affirmative action model applied in the United States of America

In 1619, the first blacks arrived in the United States as slaves. Slavery may be linked to the segregation of people. It shaped legal, racist practices and enslavement and also enforced racial prejudices. The black slaves engaged in work, which were primarily domestic and agricultural in nature. During the 1700s, massive resistance from slaves occurred, which led to the establishment of free zones where slavery was abolished. Slavery was still prevalent in the southern and some northern regions. Free zones were established in the north where slaves could settle and escape the harsh treatment, under slavery. The north and south were divided over the issue of slavery, resulting in great tensions between the states. The concept of separate, but equal treatment was condoned in the south and became known as Jim Crowism. Under Jim Crowism, blacks were relegated to the status of second class citizens which legitimised anti-black racism. Jim Crowism resulted in a situation where certain jobs were reserved for blacks and certain high-level jobs for whites. The Thirteenth Amendment which abolished slavery was ratified in 1865. The Fourteenth Amendment which was ratified in 1866 included the equal protection clause and the Fifteenth amendment which was ratified in 1870 gave voting rights to blacks. Despite the abolition of slavery and establishment of social rights of blacks, it left them uneducated, poor and politically powerless.
In contrast to the South African context, the American Constitution does not explicitly mandate affirmative action, but the application of affirmative action may be voluntary, court ordered or achieved through state assistance, boycotts and political pressures. The most tension is concentrated among those who use the constitutional protection of ‘equal protection of the law’ seated in the Fourteenth Amendment of the American Constitution. This amendment’s purpose was to make former slaves citizens of the United States, as well as the state in which they were residing. It barred the states from denying any person the equal protection of the law. The framework for legal equality was established, but the achievement of equality was but merely a dream. Even before the civil rights movement took off, efforts at affirmative action were already in progress.

The legal birth of affirmative action is actually with the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and especially seated in Title VII of this Act. In this section, there is a specific prohibition of discrimination on the basis of race, colour, religion, national origin and sex in federal, state and local governments and in the private sector. In this context, affirmative action refers to efforts to increase the representation of the disadvantaged groups in various institutions and occupations.

In the Title VII, the equal opportunity clause notes the following:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer:
- to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, colour, religion, sex, or national origin; or
- to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect
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257 Faundez (n 3) at 27-28.
258 Smit (n 140) at 236.
259 Section 1, also known as the ‘equal protection clause’. Note that the same limitation applies to the Federal Government under the ‘due process of law’ clause contained in the Fifth Amendment ratified in 1791.
260 The Public Works Administration was created in June 1933 by the National Industrial Recovery Act. It was created by Title II of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, officially known as the Act of June 16, 1933 (Ch 90, 48 Stat 195, formerly codified at 15 USC s 703).
262 Adam (n 232).
263 Section 703(a). Similar prohibitions exist for discrimination in unions (section 703(c)).
his status as an employee, because of such individual’s race, colour, religion, sex, or national origin.

Title VII, however, is not as explicit as South Africa’s Employment Equity Act, but gives courts the authority to impose affirmative action duties upon employers when found that an employer had engaged intentionally in an unlawful employment practice.264

- ... enjoin the respondent from engaging in such unlawful employment practice, and order such affirmative action as may be appropriate, which may include, but is not limited to, reinstatement or hiring of employees, with or without back pay ... or any other equitable relief as the court deems appropriate ...
- No order of the court shall require the admission or reinstatement of an individual as a member of a union, or the hiring, reinstatement, or promotion of an individual as an employee, or the payment to him of any back pay, if such individual was refused admission, suspended, or expelled, or was refused employment or advancement or suspended or discharged for any reason other than discrimination on account of race, colour, religion, sex, or national origin ...

During the Civil Rights era, black communities started to defy racial segregation and discrimination and eventually forced the United States government to promulgate affirmative action measures. It was eventually thought that anti-discrimination legislation would rid society of discrimination, disadvantage and inequality, 265 but it was soon discovered that more than this was required. Executive order 10952 266 was passed in 1961 by President Kennedy and created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.267 This order placed an obligation on contractors to take affirmative action to ensure that race, creed, colour, or national origin did not play a part in their treatment of job applicants or employees 268 and the focus of this legislation was to end discrimination in employment. The Civil Rights Act however, broadened the scope of anti-discrimination legislation by prohibiting discrimination in public accommodation, public conveyances, theatres and restaurants. It authorized the government to withhold federal funds from schools that had not yet desegregated.269

264 Section 706(g). Section 705 of Title VII also established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), an independent federal agency which administers and enforces equal employment opportunity laws.
265 Global rights partners for justice (n 176).
267 The Equal Opportunity Commission mandated that projects which were financed with federal funds, “take affirmative action” to ensure that hiring and employment practices are free of racial bias.
268 Executive Order 10952 (n 266) -.
Very crucial to affirmative action in the United States, was the creation of executive order 11246, introduced in 1965 by President Lyndon Johnson. This legislation was enacted to rid society of persistent discrimination in spite of anti-discrimination legislation and shifted the move from weak affirmative action to a more proactive approach. It is still used today. Specific amendments were made to executive order 11246, to ensure that discrimination on the basis of race, colour, sex or national origin by certain federal government contractors, were prohibited.

Affirmative action initiatives was ‘not just equality as a right and a theory, but equality as a fact and equality as a result’ and President Johnson emphasized the need to see social reality as a means of measuring whether opportunity was real rather than simply theoretical. President Johnson made the well renowned speech which reads as follows:

You do not take a person who for years has been hobbled by chains and liberate him, and bring him to the starting line of a race and then say, "you are free to compete with all the others, and still justly believe you have been completely fair."

How is discrimination issues viewed in light of affirmative action? The US Supreme Court has given pointers to guide practitioners as to how affirmative action should be applied in line with the constitutional imperative of equality.

Firstly, affirmative action initiatives should be developed to address past discrimination or to improve educational diversity and this is applicable to the states as well as to the federal government. Secondly the beneficiaries do not explicitly have to be Black Americans only, but the use of quotas or set asides should be avoided. When race-
specific measures are applied, they should be viewed through the microscope of ‘strict scrutiny’ to ensure that the measures are narrowly tailored to meet compelling governmental interests.\textsuperscript{280} The programs should not cause disruptions or burden the majority group.\textsuperscript{281} Finally, affirmative action should have be assessed frequently and have an end date.\textsuperscript{282}

The above chapter gives the broad application of affirmative action in United States and South Africa. It is evident that the South African approach is still centred on the group based approach favouring the groups for redress instead of individuals. The substantive notion which acknowledges history and current context warrants it to use race as proxy for disadvantage. Race should not be the focal point but the accompanying disadvantage. Representivity is also a goal to be achieved by affirmative action in South Africa. The application of affirmative action is not without contestation and chapter four will assess case law to give a more in-depth account of the practical application and consequences of affirmative action.

\textsuperscript{280} Global rights partners for justice (n 22) at 15.
\textsuperscript{281} Adarand Construction, Inc. v Pena (n 279); Grutter v Bollinger (n 276); Regents of the University of California v Bakke, 438 US (1978); Powel (n 279) 389-390.
\textsuperscript{282} Wygant v Jackson Bd. of Education, 476 U.S. 267, 280-281 (1985); Powel (n 281).
Chapter Four

THEMES IN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION DISPUTES

4.1 Introduction

Courts have set precedents, to assist in dealing with affirmative action issues. Legislation and precedents are not without contest and some writers argue that, because of the over-emphasis of criteria such as race, there should be an alternative to the pure race-based approach to affirmative action. Tensions between equal treatment and substantive equality\textsuperscript{283} exist and courts have the specific role to balance them.

Opponents of affirmative action deem the advancement of people or categories of people, based on the same criteria used to discriminate against them, as discrimination. Another factor adding to the difficulty in the assessment of equality is the fact that courts vary in their scrutiny of affirmative action. This, in itself, poses difficulties in the application of an approach which will be uniformly acceptable. The standard mechanism applied to test the validity of a redress measure, is the one of proportionality. The varied levels of scrutiny are linked to the diverse interpretations which courts share on the meaning of equality.\textsuperscript{284}

4.2 Levels of scrutiny in the two jurisdictions

The approaches to the manner in which affirmative action cases are dealt with in the two jurisdictions will be compared. In order to understand the approaches in the Supreme Court of the United States and the Constitutional Court in South Africa, it is imperative to be cognizant of the similarities and differences, the historical and legal backdrop against which such measures were developed.

\textsuperscript{284} Fredman (n 66) at 24-25.
The United States developed two main tests namely: the traditional and the strict scrutiny test. The traditional test upholds the classification based on race, if it is rationally related to a ‘legitimate government interest’. This concept is interpreted by the courts to serve a conceivable legislative purpose. The strict scrutiny test is only upheld, when it is established that it is necessary. The classification is also deemed to be of importance only, if it is narrowly tailored and no alternative is available to achieve the state interest. In essence, the test is to establish if the measure will achieve substantive equality. The measure should also not be a disproportionate violation of the equal treatment principle. The strict scrutiny principle is highlighted in Adarand Construction v Pen case and the following should be noted:

‘All racial classifications, imposed by whatever federal, state, or local governmental actor, must be analysed by the reviewing court under strict scrutiny; in other words, such classifications are constitutional only if they are narrowly tailored measures that further compelling governmental interest.’

The United States’ courts indicated that it is not only necessary to satisfy the criteria of a compelling state interest for affirmative action measures to be justified, but also a demonstration of a pressing social need. It is also not sufficient to indicate that the means is reasonably related to the end, but instead, it should be narrowly tailored to that end. Two important factors are important under the strict scrutiny principle. Firstly, the compelling interest should be focusing on remedying the effects of past intentional discrimination. Secondly, the promotion of diversity is also a compelling government interest. The principle of promoting diversity was highlighted by Powell J, in the Bakke case and further extended on in the Grutter case, where the use of race was justified, because it furthered the legitimate aim of diversity in education.
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285 Faundez (n 3) at 19; ‘The traditional test is mainly used in matters concerning economic and social regulations and is characterized by extreme judicial deference to the legislature.’
286 This test is applied when the legislature intentionally discriminates on the basis of race or national origin.’ Ibid.
287 Ibid.
288 Kahlenberg (n 210) at 18.
289 Adarand Construction, Inc. v Pena (n 279) at 227.
291 Regents of the University of California v Bakke (n 279).
292 Grutter v Bollinger (n 277) at 328.
the principle of a narrowly tailored program\textsuperscript{293} was emphasised. The redress program should be flexible enough to ensure that each applicant is evaluated as an individual and not in a way that makes race the defining feature of the application.

The South African Courts were not very receptive to the principle of narrow tailoring, but instead went beyond the checking for only ameliorative purposes of a redress measure. The standard of reasonableness over rationality was embraced and Monseneke J, noted in Van Heerden, that the remedial measure must be ‘reasonably capable of attaining the desired outcome’, namely to protect or advance individuals or categories of persons who have been disadvantaged by unfair discrimination. Remedial measures should exclude measures which are arbitrary, capricious or displaying naked preference, or are not reasonably likely to achieve the end of advancing or benefiting the interests of those who have been disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.\textsuperscript{294} Monseneke also stated that the Constitution does not ‘postulate a standard of necessity between the legislative choice and the governmental objective’. The means should be designed to protect or advance and it is sufficient if the measure carries a reasonable likelihood of meeting the end.\textsuperscript{295}

In this chapter, case law dealing with matters relating to affirmative action will be explored. The objective is not to give extensive coverage of all themes related to affirmative action, but to discuss relevant South African cases, highlighting a few themes of relative importance. Not much emphasis will be placed on American case law, but where applicable, comparison with regards to differences and similarities will be done. One should also acknowledge that contextual differences between the two countries do exist and it will be wrong to haphazardly apply foreign equality jurisprudence to the unique South African context.

The following themes will be discussed.

- Tension between the right to equality and the advancement of people who had been disadvantaged based on past discrimination.
- The understanding of disadvantaged people.

\textsuperscript{293} ‘Narrow tailoring does not require exhaustion of every conceivable race –neutral alternative or mandate that a university choose between maintaining a reputation for excellence or fulfilling a commitment to provide educational opportunities to members of all racial groups.’ \textit{Grutter v Bollinger} (n 292).
\textsuperscript{294} van Heerden (n 50) at 38-40.
\textsuperscript{295} Ibid at 41.
• Affirmative action discrimination cannot constitute a fair basis for dismissing as opposed to appointing an employee.
• Affirmative action cannot hamper or restrict service deliver or efficiency. This is discussed in the context of the public service.
• Can an affirmative action plan act as a defence against discrimination?

4.3 A walk through themes dealing with affirmative action disputes

The Explanatory Memorandum of the Employment Equity Act acknowledged that the redress of injustices caused by discrimination will not be remedied by the prohibition of unfair discrimination. The constitutional commitment to affirmative action is not sufficient to barricade it against legal onslaught from discontented non beneficiaries. These tensions are normally revealed when affirmative action is viewed as a derogation of the right to equality. The first and only case dealing with affirmative action which ever reached the Constitutional Court, Van Heerden v Minister of Finance addresses multiple issues related to affirmative action in South Africa.

This particular case deals with an application to set the finding of the High Court aside, by declaring that restitutionary measures are not an infringement on the right to equality and unfair discrimination. The claimant is Mister Frederick van Heerden, Member of Parliament, prior to the 1994 elections. An exclusive closed pension fund (CPF) was formed for all office bearers who were officials prior to the 1994 elections. A new fund was then established in 1998, the political office bearers fund, to take care of the retirement needs of the office bearers who joined parliament after the 1994 elections. The fund was applied retrospectively to 1994 and had three categories. This took the form of enhanced employer contributions calculated on a particular scale. These differentiated

296 Explanatory Memorandum to the Employment Equity (n 120) at 5. ‘Apartheid has left behind a legacy of inequality. In the labour market the disparity in the distribution of jobs, occupations and incomes reveals the effects of discrimination against black people, women and people with disabilities. These disparities are reinforced by social practices which perpetuate discrimination in employment against these disadvantaged groups, as well as by factors outside the labour market, such as the lack of education, housing, medical care and transport. These disparities cannot be remedied simply by eliminating discrimination. Policies, programmes and positive action designed to redress the imbalances of the past are therefore needed’ South African Constitution (n 34).


299 van Heerden (n 50).
contributions were challenged by van Heerden, as constituting unfair discrimination against the non-beneficiary group. The question the court had to resolve in this instance was; if the scheme was constitutionally permissible as a positive or an affirmative action measure under section 9(2) of the Constitution. The van Heerden judgment made it clear that restitutionary measures were not in conflict with the right to equality as stipulated in s 9(1) of the Constitution, but is part of the achievement of equality. Differentiation is allowed if it is utilised to protect or advance persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.\(^{300}\) A threefold approach had been designed to determine if a measure falls within s 9(2) of the Constitution.

Firstly, does the measure target persons or categories of persons who have been disadvantaged by unfair discrimination? It was established that not all new members of the Parliament after 1994 were excluded from parliamentary participation as a result of past apartheid legislation. The qualifying measure would be, if the overwhelming majority belonged to the group who were disadvantaged by past discrimination. A precise demarcation of the affected group is also not required, but the distinction should be measured against the majority and not the minority of people to which it applies.\(^{301}\)

Secondly, the question should be answered if the measure is designed to protect or advance persons or categories of persons highlighted by satisfying the first yardstick. This yardstick is directed at reaching a future outcome and it is said that the measure should at least have the likelihood to attain the desired outcome. There is no requirement that the measure should take from those who were advantaged and give to the beneficiary class to advance or protect this group.\(^{302}\)

Thirdly, does the measure promote the achievement of equality? To test this, the measure should be gauged in the context of the broader society. It is also acknowledged that the achievement of equality might come at a cost to the previously advantaged class. The achievement of equality should also keep the constitutional commitment to a non-racial, non-sexist society, in which each person can be recognised as a human being, in mind.\(^{303}\)

The third yardstick had been satisfied once it was able to establish that there was a clear and rational consideration of the constitutional imperative for restitution and the needs of

\(^{300}\) paras 28-32.  
\(^{301}\) paras 38-39.  
\(^{302}\) paras 41- 43.  
\(^{303}\) para 44.
the members. The Constitutional Court used rationality as a standard for establishing whether the measure promoted equality.

Prior to the van Heerden case, the Public Servants Association of SA & Others v Minister of Justice & Others, had to address a similar issue where applicants launched an application against the respondent for filling positions by reserving it for people based on race, gender and disability.

This case dealt with the issue, if affirmative action is a reasonable limitation on the prohibition against unfair discrimination? The van Heerden case rejected the strict scrutiny standard followed in the Public Servants Association of SA case and established a new standard for legitimate and constitutional restitutimentary measures and favoured rationality over reasonableness. Swart J noted that restitutimentary measures should not be separated from equality, but should nonetheless be treated as an exception. The Public Servants Association case devised the following qualifications for constitutionally mandated affirmative action measures:

- The affirmative action measure must be designed to achieve the adequate advancement of previously disadvantaged people.
- There must be a causal connection between the designed measures and the objectives and further the measures adopted must not exceed what is adequate.
- The goal and the means employed must be subject to review.
- Due consideration must be given to the rights of community members outside the designated beneficiaries.
- The promotion of representation cannot be at the expense of efficiency.

Another relevant theme would be the court’s focus on whom previous disadvantaged people are. This standard is set in George v Liberty Life Association of Africa Ltd where an employee was aggrieved for not being considered for an available post. The employer appointed a person from the previously disadvantaged group. This was done to be in line with the employer’s affirmative action plan. With this case, the tension of not
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304. para 52.
306. Ibid at 295.
307. Ibid at 306-308.
being discriminated against and the right to receive preferential treatment in employment, is illustrated. It was confirmed by the recruitment consultant that an affirmative action candidate should be favoured in this context.\textsuperscript{309} The interim Constitution was applicable and a definite path was highlighted in this case.

‘The section commences with a statement of principle, namely that there shall be equality before the law and equal protection. Then it goes on to state that this means that there shall be no unfair discrimination.’\textsuperscript{310}

It is also made it clear that s 8 3(a) of the interim constitution does not create a right to the advancement of the disadvantaged, but it rather creates a right to be a beneficiary of restitutionary measures.\textsuperscript{311} Mr. George’s angle was to declare the practice of restitutionary measures an unfair labour practice, because it infringes upon the employee’s right not to be discriminated against. The court did not find these measures to be discriminatory or an unfair labour practice, because correction of disadvantage due discrimination was necessary in the circumstances.\textsuperscript{312} Affirmative action is viewed as an exception to the universal norm of non-discrimination, but consideration should be given not to exceed the parameters and the duration of the exception. In the assessment of who the affirmative action beneficiaries are, one should understand what the purpose of the measure is. In \textit{George v Liberty life}, it is noted that affirmative action is;

‘…primarily a means of ensuring that the previously disadvantaged are assisted in overcoming their disadvantages so that society can be normalized.’\textsuperscript{313}

One could argue from the reading of the above extract that the focus should shift to the disadvantaged group in the context. It is trite that disadvantage in the South African context, can be closely correlated with race and gender. It is also acknowledged that not all in these race and gender categories are equally disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{314} A shift from a purely

\textsuperscript{309} at 578-580.
\textsuperscript{310} at 586.
\textsuperscript{311} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{312} at 591.
\textsuperscript{313} at 593.
\textsuperscript{314} ‘As a means of combating discrimination, law works through the creation of protected classes; this may result in only rough justice, since not all members of a class are equally placed. One of the main criticisms of affirmative action in the United States has been that it has primarily benefited middle-class women and black people who were well able to look after their own interests and less deserving assistance than those trapped in the underclass. The creation of privileged classes benefiting from quota hiring has been intended to secure equal treatment for individuals in the long run, but as it is never possible to define the classes so exactly that only the most deserving benefit, the short-run results may be open to criticism.’ M Banton \textit{Discrimination} (1994).
race-based focus is proposed in the *George v Liberty Life* case. Acknowledgement is given to an employer who favours candidates for the candidate’s personal experience based on historical discrimination as opposed to a person who did not suffer discrimination.\(^{315}\)

In *McInnes v Technikon Natal*,\(^{316}\) the court had to establish if affirmative action could constitute a fair reason for dismissal as opposed to appointing a person. This person was employed on contract by Natal Technikon as a marketing manager and later as a *locum* on a one–year contract, which was renewed from time to time. She applied for the post she was occupying on a temporary basis, when it became a permanent opportunity and was short listed for an interview. Although the majority of the panel supported her appointment, the vice principal referred the recommendation back in the light of the technikon’s affirmative action policy. Another candidate got the position and the employee’s contract came to an end. The initial claim was one of an unfair dismissal and the alternative claim was that the employee was discriminated against based on her race and or sex. It was accepted as common cause that the applicant did not get the post, based on her race.\(^{317}\) The employee would still be employed if she was black. The non-employment of the employee was the result of the application of the employer’s affirmative action policy which was confirmed by the employer. In this situation, the employer had the onus to prove that by preferring the black male, it in actual fact advanced persons or groups of persons, disadvantaged by discrimination.\(^{318}\)

The affirmative action and recruitment policies were outlined and found not to be discriminatory at all, but to promote the addressing of disadvantage based on past discrimination. The black candidate was in an advantaged position if one should give regard to the application of the technikon’s policies, but it should importantly be balanced against the institutions’ need to provide the highest standard of tertiary service to its students. The appointment of Mr Mpanza was definitely in line with their recruitment policy.\(^{319}\) Penzhorn J evaluated the recruitment and affirmative action policy and found that these policies had in mind to critically address all the relevant factors as specified and if a reasoned and balanced decision results in the selected candidate not being from

\(^{315}\) Ibid at 594.
\(^{316}\) (2000) 21 *ILJ* 1138 (LC).
\(^{317}\) paras 8-13.
\(^{318}\) paras 29-33.
\(^{319}\) paras 38-39.
the targeted group, reasons must be given. This was done but the recommendation of the panel was rejected. The court should not really interfere with the application of an internal policy and found that Mr. Mpanza was appointed not in accordance with the technikon’s affirmative action policy read with the recruitment policy. The technikon failed to proof the non-discrimination against Ms McInnes.\textsuperscript{320} She was dismissed based on her race and not on the foundation that a person or group of persons should be advanced, because of past discrimination. Affirmative action as a defence in never mentioned in the Labour Relations Act and can never be used as a reason to dismiss an employee to accommodate a person from the designated group.

We will know turn to cases focusing on efficiency of the delivery of a service versus the application of affirmative action. The \textit{McInnes} case slightly touched on it where the focus of the technikon was to provide outstanding service delivery to students, but opted rather to hold transformation as a greater objective in appointing a lesser qualified person and dismissing a qualified one which did not belong to the targeted group.

\textit{Coetzer \& Others v Minister of Safety \& Security \& Another}\textsuperscript{321} is one of the typical cases addressing discrimination based on race and the matter of efficiency in the public sector. The remedy of these cases should be in the interest of and the benefit of the South African people. An application was brought to the Labour Court by aggrieved members of the specialised explosives unit of the South African Police Service. It is important to note from the onset was that, because of its size the South African Police Service was divided into business units which were supposed to have their own employment equity plan. This plan is supposed to determine the goals and action to be taken to reach these goals.\textsuperscript{322}

Seventy promotional posts became available in this unit nationally and a percentage split of 70 percent for non-designated employees and 30 percent for designated employees were allowed. The reason for setting this goal was to enhance representivity within the service.\textsuperscript{323} Twenty eight of the 70 posts were for the rank of captain in the explosives unit. Some of the employees in the non-designated class applied for the post in the designated category, but were unsuccessful. Twenty eight of the 70 posts were not filled

\textsuperscript{320}Paras 40-45.
\textsuperscript{321}(2003) 24 \textit{ILJ} 163 (LC).
\textsuperscript{322}Para 20.
\textsuperscript{323}Para 5.
but were re-advertised for designated members. Afterwards, eight were filled by members of the designated group. Because of the critical nature of the work, the commander and divisional commander proposed that 20 of the posts should be filled by members of the non-designated group. The applicants then brought the case before the Labour Court for discrimination based on race. The application was based on the Employment Equity Act, s 6(1).

The South African Police Service conceded to discriminating against the applicants based on their race, but invoked s 6(2) of the Employment Equity Act, to argue that it was not unfair discrimination, because taking affirmative action distinguishing between race gender and disability, was consistent with this section. The employment equity plan produced was contested, because it was for the national police force and not specific to the needs of the explosives unit.

Two important factors were raised by the applicants.

- The employment equity plan took place in the absence of a specific plan for the explosives unit. (Reference to the national plan utilized instead of a plan specific to the needs of the unit)
- Section 15(4) of the Employment Equity Act makes reference that no absolute barriers should exist to hamper the recruitment and promotion of members of the non-designated group. The issue of prohibition of absolute barriers is also echoed in paragraph three of the employment equity plan.

An absolute barrier is an insurmountable obstacle and the re-advertisement of the 28 posts could possibly be viewed as an insurmountable obstacle. If one judges it against the backdrop of the purposes of the Employment Equity Act, this should be seen as an insurmountable obstacle to the designated group in general. In order for the South
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African Police Service to justify fair discrimination, it becomes relevant to evaluate their employment equity plan in the context of the Constitution of South Africa. The Employment Equity Act must be interpreted—

- in compliance with the Constitution;
- so as to give effect to its purpose;
- taking into account any relevant code of good practice issued in terms of this Act or any other employment law; and
- in compliance with the international law obligations of the Republic, in particular those contained in the A International Labour Organisation Convention (111) concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation.

It is important to understand that the Constitution is the supreme law and that it is also the source of the Employment Equity Act. It is imperative to acknowledge that the Constitution sets out goals and societal values and also deals with the police service in subsection 205 to 208.

Specifically noted in section 205 is that:

1. ‘The national police service must be structured to function in the national, provincial and where appropriate, local spheres of government.
2. National legislation must establish the powers and functions of the police service and must enable the police service to discharge its responsibilities effectively, taking into account the requirements of the provinces.
3. The objects of the police service are to prevent, combat and investigate crime, to maintain public order, to protect and secure the inhabitants of the Republic and their property, and to uphold and enforce the law.’

The Constitution envisages a balance between affirmative action and other imperatives, including the goal for the police service to discharge its service effectively. The balance between the two imperatives should be one that is rational. The relationship between efficiency in the public service and affirmative were also debated in, Public Servants Association of SA & others v Minister of Justice, and Stoman v Minister of Safety & Security & others. In Stoman it was also argued that proper plans should be designed and put in place. Haphazard discrimination would be counterproductive and little would
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331 Section 3, Act 55 of 1998.
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334 (1997) (3) SA 925 (T); (1997) 18 ILJ 241 (T).
be achieved with it.\textsuperscript{336} In *Public Servants*, the ideal of representivity is seen to be linked to efficiency.

‘A police service, for example, could hardly be efficient if its composition is not at all representative of the population or community it is supposed to serve. This view may depend on how one perceives efficiency, of course.... To summarize some of the above: Some tension may in certain situations exist between ideals such as efficiency and representivity, and a balance then has to be struck. Efficiency and representivity, or equality, should, however, not be viewed as separate competing or even opposing aims.... Be that as it may, in the present case the applicant is not relying on the lack of efficiency which may result from the appointment of the fourth respondent.’\textsuperscript{337}

The *Public Service* sentiment about representivity and efficiency resembles the concept of representative bureaucracy discussed in Chapter Three. Landman J concluded in *Coetzer*, that affirmative action measures should be in harmony with constitutional provisions. Section 205 of the Constitution mainly requires the common law and Acts of Parliament to give expression to it in order to enhance the values and ideals set out in the Constitution. The Constitution envisions an integrated system of law and government.\textsuperscript{338}

In a more recent case dealing with efficiency and affirmative action, *Solidarity on behalf of Barnard v SA Police Service*,\textsuperscript{339} the court laid down important pointers for handling cases grappling with these issues.

‘Due consideration must be given to the particular circumstances of individuals potentially adversely affected. In this regard the need for representivity must be weighed up against the affected individual's rights to equality and a fair decision made.’

‘But both as a matter of substance and procedure, implementation of employment equity plans should be effected with due regard not only to the individual's right to equality, but also to the dignity of affected individuals.’

‘The extent to which the implementation of employment equity plans may discriminate against or adversely affect individuals is limited by law. In this case at least the following considerations are relevant.

First, the terms of the Employment Equity Act require the application of its provisions to be done in a manner that is both rational and fair. Second, due recognition must be given to the affected individual's rights to equality. Third, in the implementation of an employment equity plan, due recognition must be given to the right of affected persons to dignity.’

\textsuperscript{336} (2002) 23 ILJ 1020 (T) at 480B-D.
\textsuperscript{337} *Public Servants Association of SA & Others* (n 305) at 482.
\textsuperscript{338} *Coetzer* (n 321) at para 33.
\textsuperscript{339} (2010) 31 ILJ 742 (LC).
‘If a post cannot be filled by member of the designated group, promotion to that post should not ordinarily and in the absence of a clear and satisfactory explanation be denied to a suitable candidate from another group.’

‘There must be a rational connection between the provisions of the employment equity plan and the measures adopted to implement the provisions of that plan.’

‘The efficient operation of the public service or what is termed 'service delivery' is a relevant factor to be taken into account in the implementation of an employment equity plan.’

In *Harmse v City of Cape Town* the court had to determine, if affirmative action is a defence which could be used by an employer or a right which could be executed by an employee. The applicant claims that the employer discriminated against him for not short listing him for any of the three posts he applied for. Unfair discrimination claims are rooted in s 6 of the Employment Equity Act and the applicant made his claim based on following grounds of discrimination.

- race;
- political belief;
- lack of relevant experience; and/or
- other arbitrary grounds.

The respondent appointed two white males and the applicant alleges that the respondent’s choice not to shortlist him, constitutes unfair discrimination based on race. The applicant also further relies on s 5 of the Employment Equity Act; obliging every employer to take steps to promote equal opportunity in the workplace by eliminating unfair discrimination in any employment policy or practice. It is argued that this section is peremptory and applies to all employers. The application of affirmative action is deemed as a means for an employer to eliminate unfair discrimination. Affirmative action is a defence for an employer in situations of unfair discrimination, but should be
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confined to such a limited a role in the elimination of unfair discrimination in the workplace. Affirmative action as a measure has the following roles to play:\footnote{345}{Act 55 of 1998 s 15.}

- It includes measures to ‘eliminate employment barriers’
- to ‘further diversity’ in the workplace
- to ensure equitable representation in the workplace

Affirmative action is seen more than a defence and includes pro-activeness and self-activity by the employer.\footnote{346}{Harmse (n341) at para 33.} The respondent also noted reasons relating to experience for not short listing the applicant, but the Employment Equity Act notes that an employer may not discriminate against a person based on a lack of relevant experience.\footnote{347}{Act 55 of 1998 s 20(5).} The selection criteria to determine if an employee is suitably qualified could be deemed to be a policy or practice and the applicant alleged that the reasons why he was not selected related to the selection criteria. It is acknowledged that employers may use the ‘lack of relevant experience as a sin qua non for the purposes of appointment or promotion.’ Section 6 of the Employment Equity Act, refers to the fact that it is not an exhaustive list.

In conclusion, affirmative action is indeed a defence which could be utilised by an employer against allegations of unfair discrimination. However, whether it would suffice as a defence or a right, will depend on who makes the claim.\footnote{348}{Harmse (n 341) at paras 40-45.}

A few cases may be dealt with under the umbrella of referring to degrees of disadvantage. This is the issue where members of the designated group are differentiated depending on their level of being disadvantaged.\footnote{349}{Dupper (n 62) at 264.} \textit{Motala & Another v University of Natal}\footnote{350}{1995 (3) BCLR 374 (D).} was a case where a female Indian student was denied admission to the Medical School of the University of Natal. The applicant contended unfair discrimination, which was rejected by the court.

‘The contention by counsel for the applicants appears to be based upon the premise that there were no degrees of “disadvantage”. While there is no doubt whatsoever that the Indian group was decidedly disadvantaged by the apartheid system, the evidence before me establishes clearly that the degree
of disadvantage to which African pupils were subjected under the [apartheid] system of education was significantly greater than that suffered by their Indian counterparts. I do not consider that a selection system which compensates for this discrepancy runs counter to the provisions of the equality provision of the Interim Constitution]."\(^{351}\)

A very sensitive issue is the one dealing with the fact that white women should benefit under affirmative action. According to legislative prescription in the Employment Equity Act, all females will benefit from redress. Christine Quinta places this controversial issue in perspective and argues as follows:

‘White women like all other women over the world, have been discriminated against within their own society. The systematic deprivation of black people were subjected to was declared a crime against humanity by the United Nations and has often been compared to what happened during the reign of the Nazi’s in Germany. To compare this with the prejudices that the white women have been exposed to by their own men, is to trivialize an immensely destructive phase of our history. In reality the oppression of black people has benefitted both white men and white women. The argument is not that white women should not benefit from affirmative action programmes. They should, but only where it will not further disadvantage a black person.’\(^{352}\)

The above issue was illustrated in *Henn v SA Technical (Pty) Ltd*,\(^ {353}\) where a white female brought an application before the labour court that she had been discriminated against because of her race.\(^ {354}\) The company admitted to fair discrimination\(^ {355}\) which was in line with the company’s affirmative action plan.\(^ {356}\) The tension occurred because the white women are also part of the designated group and she therefore deemed it to be unfair discrimination. During the recruitment process, the white female was recommended, but it was rejected by the human resources department on the grounds that they needed to be in line with their employment equity plan and would not employ any white females.\(^ {357}\) The demographics were given as evidence to substantiate their choice of employing blacks rather than whites.\(^ {358}\) It was also highlighted that the employer being a designated employer, had to abide by the legal prescription of the Employment Equity Act to apply

\(^{351}\) Ibid at 383C-E.
\(^{352}\) Qunta (n 27) at 19.
\(^{353}\) (2006) 27 ILJ 2617 (LC).
\(^{354}\) Para 5.
\(^{355}\) Para 25.
\(^{356}\) Para 6.
\(^{357}\) Para 10.
\(^{358}\) Paras 12-18.
affirmative action where preference had to be given to people of disadvantaged groups.\textsuperscript{359} Degrees of disadvantage were also acknowledged in this context.

\begin{quote}
‘It cannot be disputed that the degrees of the past discrimination were not the same. In the result, there are different degrees within the designated groups. Both the applicant and the African women that were appointed are from the designated groups. The question then arises whether the employer can legitimately classify members of the designated groups in relation to their relative disadvantages as against each other. This is what the respondent did in the present matter. The respondent’s case is, however, not based on degrees of past disadvantage.’\textsuperscript{360}
\end{quote}

The above themes underlined are, but a few in the ocean of issues which occurred in courts relating to affirmative action. Other issues brought before the court included the following:

\textit{Willemse v Patelia NO & others}\textsuperscript{361}

In this case, the employer used gender representivity as reason to deny a promotion for a white male with disabilities. This person was the best candidate for the post on merit and was recommended by the selection committee. Numerical targets set for gender and race were already met and therefore the employer failed to comply with the policy directive on representivity and merit and therefore the failure to promote the employee was deemed to be unfair.

\textit{Dudley v City of Cape Town & another}\textsuperscript{362}

The failure to apply affirmative action in preferring a member of the designated group who has applied for employment, does not in law on its own constitute unfair discrimination.

\textit{Thekiso v IBM South Africa (Pty) Ltd}\textsuperscript{363}

The Employment Equity Act does not establish an individual right. Section 15(2)(d)(ii) does not impose an obligation on an employer who contemplates retrenchments, to retain
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black employees in preference to white employees, in order to meet its employment equity needs.

The focus of this chapter was to establish if any other criteria were highlighted in courts to assist in establishing disadvantage. With regards to disadvantage, the case law mostly reinforces the criteria of race, gender and disability as prescribed by the Employment Equity Act. The acknowledgement of alternative criteria to identify disadvantage, is noted in *Solidarity on behalf of Barnard v SA Police Service*, where it was stated, that due consideration should be given to the circumstances of the group which was adversely affected.\(^{364}\) Prior to *Solidarity on behalf of Barnard v SA Police Service*, the case, *Minister of Finance & another v Van Heerden*\(^ {365}\) also acknowledged the other forms of differentiation, but these differentiations are still not utilized as a means to identify the group to be eligible for redress. The *Henn v SA Technical (Pty) Ltd* and the *Motala & Another v University of Natal*, indicated that degrees of disadvantage do exist. One could only differentiate if the legacy of discrimination leading to disadvantage is acknowledged. The acknowledgement of socio-economic factors impacting on the determination of the beneficiary group is dealt with only in a secondary manner in the cases illustrated above. In the next chapter the investigation will turn to the determination of the beneficiary group by directly relying on the socio economic factors as mentioned indirectly in the above chapter.

\(^{364}\) *Solidarity on behalf of Barnard* (n339).

\(^{365}\) *van Heerden* (n 56).
Chapter Five

AN ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT OF DISADVANTAGE

5.1 Introduction

In South Africa, the government still continues to institutionalise apartheid race categories as a means to manage racial redress. Racial redress policies require individuals to classify themselves according to these categories on all official documentation.\textsuperscript{366} It is confirmed through various research findings\textsuperscript{367} that by using these methods of categorisation, we reinforce race consciousness. This works against the constitutional ideal of non-racialism. The use of race also creates political realities and ways of thinking and viewing our world.\textsuperscript{368} It is important to conceptualise race as a social construct. This conceptualisation will allow for knowledge and practice, towards its downfall.\textsuperscript{369}

The following extract gives an indication of the realities which run along racial cleavages in South Africa. These factors could and should be considered when one wishes to determine an individual’s status of disadvantage or advantage.

‘The settler’s town in a strong-built town, all made of stone and steel. It is a brightly-lit town; the streets are covered with asphalt and the garbage-cans swallows all the leavings, unseen, unknown and hardly thought about...The settler’s town is a well-fed town...; it’s belly is always full of good things.[It]... is a town of white people... The... native town... is a place of ill fame... [people are] born here, it matters little where or how; they die there; it matters not where, nor how... It is a world without spaciousness;...a hungry town, starved of bread, of meat, of shoes, of coal, of light. The native town is a town on its knees, wallowing in the mire.’\textsuperscript{370}

The above is an indication of the stark realities of what was and still evident in our contrasting communities in South Africa. It is important to acknowledge context to aid in warranting appropriate differential treatment, which can build full citizenship for all in South Africa. This approach was followed by Justice Sachs in his dissenting judgement in

\textsuperscript{366} Z Erasmus ‘Reformulating racial citizenship(s) for South Africa’s interregnum’ (2010) 74 Transformation 47 at 48.
\textsuperscript{368} Ibid at 1745.
\textsuperscript{369} Erasmus (n 366) at 50.
\textsuperscript{370} F Fanon cited in Erasmus (n 366) at 47-48.
the Constitutional Court, in the *City of Pretoria v Walker*. It is argued that this reasoning revitalises non-racialism and facilitates a formation of citizenship that contests social inequality. Erasmus argues that a formation of substantive citizenship is constructed through differential treatment which encompasses the economic, social and political relationships between social groups. For this reason, more than just, political-economic, it also has cultural-valuational dimensions which bring it into the universe of recognition. This then also prompts one to imagine oneself as part of a polity and not as a member of naturalised racial, cultural and or traditional families, constructed by colonialism and apartheid. It will also act as a catalyst to move away from a purely race-based approach in the application of affirmative action.

The previous chapters pointed out that although case-law indicated acknowledgement of other contextual factors other than the criteria of race, gender and disability to be taken into account when affirmative action beneficiaries are identified, race are still favoured as the main identifier of beneficiaries. These other factors are also acknowledged in legislation. This Chapter will focus on the use of socio-economic factors in the identification of affirmative action beneficiaries. Class-based affirmative action is not an easy concept to implement, but is one that is attainable. This approach takes the current context and circumstances into consideration when beneficiaries are considered.

It is mentioned elsewhere that there is a correlation between status and socio-economic disadvantage. One could follow an approach of overlaying status with socio-economic disadvantage. In order to qualify, the individual should indicate socio-economic disadvantage as well as membership to a group status group. This principle is applied in India, where two categories of disadvantage are provided for. Firstly, the president specified Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Secondly, socially and educationally backward classes of citizens and other backward classes are identified. A national
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list is drawn up by the Commission for Backward Classes to indicate the group falling in the backward classes. The Indian Constitution mandates the advancement of these backward classes. This method of re-categorising allows for the redefinition of the beneficiary group to benefit those in real need of redress. Following this approach places an administrative burden on the organ of state or the agency responsible for the monitoring of affirmative action. The definition of the beneficiary class would be those who are disadvantaged. In the South African context, it differs in the sense that it advances those who had been disadvantaged by past discrimination. This differs from the Indian experience in the manner that it looks at redressing history and actually overlooking current realities. The proposal of using socio-economic status as the identifier of beneficiaries, is easier said than done, and the challenge actually lies in the practical application of the method. The linking of group membership to other factors in the Indian context is not easy in determining eligibility for affirmative action benefits. \[380\] 

The approach of looking at class status is promoted by Richard Kahlenberg, during the late nineties and is thoroughly discussed in his book, The Remedy: Class, Race and Affirmative Action. The class-based approach will also compensate for groups who had been subjected to past discrimination. This approach will address the on-going economic legacy of discrimination against minorities. \[381\] Class-based affirmative action is also known as ‘economic’ or ‘socio-economic’ affirmative action and in some cases admissions for the poor. \[382\] These differences in naming also cause some confusion in what should be examined when granting benefits under a class-based approach and what it is expected to achieve. \[383\] Class-based affirmative action may be divided into two camps, namely race neutral supporters who favour class-based considerations solely as a remedy to economic hardship. Secondly race-conscious supporters who believe that class-based affirmative action can maintain racial diversity. \[384\]

\[380\] Faundez (n 3) at 35.
\[383\] Ibid.
Kahlenberg sets three important principles as the framework for class-based affirmative action. It is important to note that Kahlenberg’s angle is to address socio-economic disadvantage in the United States.\(^{385}\)

Firstly the goal of genuine equality of opportunity should be provided where natural talents may flourish to their full capacity. Secondly, a system which is able to be administered should be put in place. Thirdly the program should be adopted by the republican form of government of the day in the United States. All these would not be equally applicable in the South African context, because our political setting and the application of equality differs from the approach in the United States. We will focus on the defining the concepts and the practical application of the concept.

5.2 Class-based or socio-economic disadvantage

The practical implementation of class-based affirmative action begs for many questions to be answered. The following questions of implementation are serious and difficult.\(^{386}\)

- How is class to be defined?
- Should only the poor or the lower-middle-income group as well, benefit?
- Should there be sliding scale of benefits?
- In what context should class preferences apply?
- Should class preferences apply to people of all ages?
- How would the idea be implemented?
- Would class-based preferences entirely replace racial, gender disability preferences?

The class or socio-economic based affirmative action will pay attention to the social and economic background of the applicants for employment or admission into a university.\(^{387}\)

It is seen as a system of preferences, based on the applicant’s status of being economically disadvantaged in education, employment and contracting.\(^{388}\) A class-based approach will require some sort of means test and beneficiaries will have to be assessed
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against a context and a set of economic criteria. In order to establish socio economic status of an individual, the definition of what class means is crucial. This will also indicate that the identification of socio-economic status is much more complex that just a ranking or grading of individuals to afford them affirmative action benefits.

**Definition of class**

Class is not referred to here as how Marx would define it to refer to as those who own the means of production as to those who do not. Three basic ways of defining class is crucial:

**Simple definition of class**

With this approach, the focus is only on family income. The use of income tax returns will give one a good indication of what the family income would be. Provision should also be made for regional adjustments to reflect differences in the cost of living in different regions.

**Moderately Sophisticated definition of class**

According to sociologists the following are the three main determinants of socio-economic status; income, education and the occupation of the parents.

A parent’s education is correlated with academic achievements and life chances and certain studies suggest that this is a better indicator of the child’s educational achievement rather than the income of the parents. Studies have shown that a school teacher with a master’s degree earning less income than a sanitation worker provides his child with greater educational advantages. The most common way of measuring the parent’s educations is by the number of years of schooling.
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The parent’s occupation is another factor which could be used to determine a child’s success. The parent’s occupation is seen to be a good predictor, because it is a culmination of the parent’s education and income. The criteria of occupation is also said to be a good means to check against fraud in the reporting of income. The administration of categorising the various occupations may pose an administrative obstacle, but has become evident that objective ranking of jobs has become consistent over the last few years.\(^{394}\)

**Sophisticated definition of class**

This definition of class will include factors such as; income, education, occupation, wealth, schooling opportunities, neighbourhood influences and family structure.

Wealth is normally derived from income which is a snapshot of the net worth in a given year. It is argued that wealth is a much better indicator of class status, than income. The reason for this is that it cumulates the advantages of the past, rather than only focusing on the present. The problem of using wealth as an indicator of economic status is that it is not as easily available as indicators of income.\(^{395}\) By looking at assets and not only income gives one an idea if a child once suffered living in poverty and for how long. Wealth is also expressed as net worth and it is argued that African Americans have a lower net worth than their white counterparts.\(^{396}\) This could definitely be said about the black population in South Africa as well.

Schooling opportunities of a child also impact on a child’s life chances. For example, high concentrations of poverty within a school community are seen to be a serious obstacle to cross. Research indicated that learners in poverty schools will perform poorer than those in more affluent schools.\(^{397}\)

Studies have shown that neighbourhoods have an impact on an individual’s life chances. Factors increase such as dropping out of school or having children out of wedlock, for example.\(^{398}\) These factors place an additional burden on the underclass. Research has indicated that families in middle class neighbourhoods will have a higher school
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graduation rate than those in poorer communities.\textsuperscript{399} The objective criteria which are commonly used to measure the neighbourhood’s level of poverty would include; median family income, the male unemployment rate, the percentage of female-run households and even the crime rate in the area.\textsuperscript{400}

Family structure is another factor to consider in the assessment of a child’s life chances and it refers to the absence or presence of two parents, but might also refer to a parent’s age. Children growing up in a single-parent home are negatively impacted with regards to income.\textsuperscript{401} Studies indicated that single parent children, normally single mothers are six times more likely to be in poverty than other American families.\textsuperscript{402} In another study, it was found that the IQ of most children from a family structure where fathers were absent was lower than their peers who reside with parents.\textsuperscript{403} Family structure may be a good indicator of disadvantage, but is a factor that is in constant flux and changes rapidly over time, it might not be reliable.\textsuperscript{404}

Social exclusion is also an important concept to grasp for it is argued that it has a direct correlation with poverty. Social exclusion is a concept originating from France termed ‘les exclus’- those who were excluded by the French welfare system and thus unable to participate in different spheres of social and economic activity.\textsuperscript{405} This is typically what happened in South Africa, during the colonial and apartheid eras.

The above three definitions may pose challenges when one wishes to utilise them to assess a person’s level of disadvantage. Due to the inaccessibility of information in the employment sphere, this evaluation is more suitable for the education sector where entry to colleges of universities is assessed. The most useful and fairest of the test of class is the sophisticated one and should be employed as far as possible. The more factors one adds to the test, the chances of it falling short due to fraud, is minimised. This test would, however, be difficult to apply in the employment context, because the criteria set out in
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the sophisticated test is much more accessible for university officials than to the employer.

In the employment sector, a more simple approach should be adopted. Employers could look at factors such as income and it is said that parental income is a good indicator of many things. For example, this could indicate a low educational level: filling of low-status occupation, living in neighbourhoods with bad influences and bad schools.\(^{406}\) Because of the cumbersome test when one wishes to utilise the sophisticated test to determine need, some opponents to the use of socioeconomic indicators to establish disadvantage, wish at times to make the system inadministrable.\(^{407}\) Nothing is more difficult about the class-based approach opposed to the race-based approach. It is said that race is simpler only because it avoids a number of ambiguities. The issues of theory and practice are one that could make or break the popularity of a theory. Therefore the application of the theoretical concept of class-based affirmative action will be under the scope now.

5.3 How will we determine socio-economic disadvantage and possible implications of the approach?

Elsewhere in this research, it is mentioned that legislation proposes that factors other than race, gender and disability should be taken into account when disadvantage is determined. Disadvantage is a link to specific socio-economic conditions experienced by an individual. This approach would warrant a means test and the following factors in our context should be considered to assess and determine an individual’s socio economic status. It is argued that some affirmative action programmes fail to reach the worst-off members of society and on the other hand provide benefits to members who do not need redress at all.\(^{408}\) These concepts namely under- and over-inclusion were discussed in Chapters One and Two of this research.

It is argued that poverty is the most enduring cause of social disadvantage.\(^{409}\) Therefore poverty may serve as an indicator of disadvantage and important research in the
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determination of poverty or disadvantage becomes crucial when policy decisions with regards to affirmative action are made. This section will now turn to how one could assess disadvantage by viewing an individual’s current economic circumstances. For this evaluation, a benchmark should be set to be measured against individual circumstances.

‘Social disadvantage takes on many different forms, and the identification and the measurement of poverty and other forms of disadvantage must be grounded in the actual living standards and the experiences of people in poverty.’

With the above as backdrop criteria for the identification of disadvantage will now be defined.

Income is seen as a good indicator of an individual’s standard of living, but other factors should also be included to determine the levels of poverty. One such factor is accumulated wealth. When it is referred to income, it involves family income. This is fairly easy to assess through income tax statements and even declarations of proof of receiving a welfare grant. The assessment of family income should have the priority to assess family hardship and therefore a holistic approach should be followed in assessing family income.

Goldsmith also identifies four major factors which could influence an individual’s socio-economic status.

- Geography
- Wealth
- Family educational history

The above factors are in line with what Kahlenberg also highlighted in his sophisticated definition of class.

Where people reside is an indication of the social class they belong to. Being the poorest in an affluent neighbourhood would be more beneficial than being the richest in a
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not so affluent neighbourhood. By using the geographical criteria, a person’s social class may be derived. Applicants for positions could be assessed according the criteria of where they originate from. More weight could possibly be given to rural applicants. The simplest method of categorisation could be to use the postal code in the South African context.

Wealth could have many meanings. It could refer to an applicant’s tangible assets and could include stocks, mutual funds and real estate which would be easy to measure.\(^417\) The drawback of the assessment of wealth is that it would be difficult to measure and would be reliant on self-declaration. This poses a challenge to use this as reliable measurement criteria. This could also easily fall foul to fraud.

Education is seen to be instrumental to overcome intergenerational economic disadvantage. Prior family educational achievements form an important role in determining an applicant’s socio-economic status. This educational history influences the applicant’s occupation, income potential and social circle.\(^418\) The applicant’s secondary school information is also an important determinant of disadvantage and is closely tied with geography.

Although the above criteria are more aimed at admissions to universities or colleges, it could be tailored to fit the workplace as well. The criteria might not all be suitable for the workplace due to the fact that it might pose administrative burdens on an employer to assess all these criteria. One could possibly also investigate a software program with a built-in scoring method to evaluate and assess members of the designated group to ensure that the real beneficiaries of affirmative action should receive the necessary redress. A question still to be unravelled is the weight that these socio-economic factors will enjoy in evaluating a group to be identified for redress. The weight assigned will closely be linked to the approach followed by what it is that the measure wishes to achieve: i.e. a race-based measure to bring about relief for socio-economically disadvantaged or a race conscious measure to bring about diversity?

\(^{416}\) Gaertner (n 380) at 12.
\(^{417}\) Goldsmith (n 413) at 342-343.
\(^{418}\) Ibid at 343.
The application of the class-based approach is promoted by William Bowen and Derek Bok in their book, *The Shape of the River*. The question was posed, if the class-based approach could adequately achieve racial diversity in the context of the United States and if one could establish a link between achieving racial diversity and to alleviate socio-economic disadvantage. As one knows that a correlation between race and socio-economic factors do exist, it was however found that the correlation is not high enough that the one could serve as proxy for the other.\(^{419}\) In South Africa, a strong correlation between the socio-economic factors and race exist. One could then make an assumption that socio-economic factors could stand as proxy for race.

### 5.4 Conclusion

This research was concerned with the much discussed, controversial and contentious topic of affirmative action. This topic was discussed from many angles over the last couple of decades. Since the inception of the application of affirmative action in the United States, these tensions still continue to simmer. Affirmative action has many angles from which it could be viewed from; moral, ethical, philosophical, legal, economic perspectives. Each of these perspectives has its own distinct viewpoints.

With this research, the practical determination of who the beneficiaries of affirmative action should be is explored. The South African context was used as point of departure and how affirmative action was dealt with in the United States was also brought into the discussion. It has been acknowledged that affirmative action has many complexities and it would be detrimental to haphazardly import a redress program from one country into another.

Departing from the above point, it is acknowledged that each country has its own complex context and history to be taken into account before a policy decision on the application of a redress program may be taken. The concept of affirmative action ultimately intends to equalise disparities in society by distributing opportunities in a fair manner. This does not mean a superficial application of taking from the have’s and giving

it to the have not’s. It is then also beneficial to link affirmative action with the concept of equality, because this is ultimately what affirmative action wants to achieve.

Notions of equality was discussed and placed into context where it was applied. It became evident that from the start of implementation of affirmative action, that South Africa subscribes to a substantive notion of equality. This notion acknowledges the impact of colonialism and apartheid on the unequal distribution of wealth. It was also established that unequal distribution of wealth could be closely linked with racial lines in South Africa.

The practical application and specifically how beneficiaries are determined was in the spotlight with this research. Legislation prescribes three broad categories that will be eligible for affirmative action benefits namely; race, gender and disability. It was found that the demarcations of beneficiaries may at times cause much frustration. The criterion using race is the most contentious one and was widely debated over the last few years. The South African jurisdiction applies a group-based approach and will afford benefits to all belonging to this group, irrespective of the actual need of the individual. This, in particular, gave rise to the concepts of over- and under inclusion which is also discussed in this research. Another writer argues that one should take a nuanced approach in the application of affirmative action. This would mean that not only should race be taken into consideration, but that one should take into account other factors such as socio-economic status or class of an individual, when beneficiaries are determined. This approach does not mean that one should totally discard the use of group identification to identify the beneficiaries, but to further reclassify the group to determine the real intended beneficiaries of the redress measure. In the United States, attempts were made since the late nineties to introduce the concept of socio-economic or class-based affirmative action, but as one could see that the debate has not stopped and the solution is far from being found.

The purpose of this research is to stimulate further debate into assessing the merits of the use of class to determine beneficiaries of affirmative action. It is acknowledged that this approach is not without its drawbacks. However, the positives should be measured against the drawbacks to ultimately determine the viability of looking at the implementing of this type of approach in South Africa. The use of race has not served its
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time and therefore until the nuanced approach is applied, one will still explore the possibility to infuse the use of race with the concept of actual disadvantage.\textsuperscript{421} If class-based affirmative action policies are designed correctly it will boost the enrolment of low income students and then increase socio-economic diversity in education. In the South African context, socio-economic policies will create racial diversity, because of the high correlation between race and class.\textsuperscript{422} Disadvantage will now become the focus and not the accompanying status-based criteria. With this, poor white candidates will now also stand a chance to be in line for positions\textsuperscript{423} which were set aside for members of the disadvantaged group who are predominantly black in the South African context. Case law and legislation highlighted that other forms of disadvantage do exist, but until now cases were brought before the courts to indicate socio-economic disadvantage to receive the benefits of a redress measure. It is acknowledged that even if a class-based affirmative action program is adopted, there will still be a continuing need to address race and gender-based issues.\textsuperscript{424}
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